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FOREWORD

Over the past seven years at UCLA, the Education Professions
Development Act has provided a unique opportunity for
graduate students to pursue an advanced degree, with a major
emphasis in vocational education. Not only has the EPDA
provided the financial assistance and encouragement to permit a
full commitment to graduate study, it has emphasized the extra-
curricular activities tha, make this not just -another graduate
program- lost in the milieu of a large urban university. Indeed
the students come to the program with a wide array oi pres jou..
educational experiences to use as foundation stones upon which
to build their expertise during their it.W at the universits.
This first issue of New Perspectives lit Vocational Edrhaizi,it
an outgrowth of the leadership skills the program hopes to en-
gender into RS participants,

Every effort has been made to design the format of this first
issue to look as professional as possible. We who have been
close to the development of the journal feel this will enhance
the visibility of the individual contributors, but equally as
important it should establish the high quality standards that will
be maintained in any future issues. Our hope would he that
ultimately New Perspectives in Vocational Education will be-
come at least an annual publication from, UCLA's Graduate
School of Education.
Vocational education in the United States today is on the
threshold of its most significant contribution to society since its
-official" inception in 1917, Indeed, the passage of the new
federal legislation of 1976 holds every promise of shaping
American education for the next decade. Not only shaping the
vocational aspects of education, but spearheading the involve-
ment with new and emerging cultural imperatives for our
population. New mandates for equal opportunities for women.
energy education bilingual education, and a host o( other signi-
ficant issues create a wide vista for the future vocational
educator occupying a leadership position.
It is just such issues of the future that are addressed by the
individual authors in this publication. Teaching socational
classes in a bilingual (Spanish) situation is explored and many
interesting side issues relating to it are explained. Aging Ameri-
cans are an oft neglected group. They have skill training needs
too, and this topic is dealt with in one article. "What About
Proprietary Schools"? Are they a full partner in the total voca-
tional effort usually-thought of as being a public function?
What forms of delivery system administration are most effec-
tive? Will a RAVE Council-type of area planning help to improve
coordination among diverse groups of trainers?
Challenges abound, and they are explored in this journal. The
future of our society. and especially of our young people. is far
too precious to consider doing anything less than meeting the
challenges.
It is our sincere hope that New Perspectives in Vora nal Edu-
cation will make some contribution to this end,

Melvin L. Barlow
Professor of Education
EPDA Director

Parker V. Foster
Lecturer in Education
EPDA Assistant Director



2001: AVOCATIONAL ODYSSEY

Paul A. fou

Whitehead's (1949) statement in The
Aims of Education that education moxres
in rhythmic interplay between
continuity and change suggests afl interest
ing corollary: if continuity implies cons-
traint since it proscribes newness, change,
by definition, requires action. Thus .
venturing one step beyond Whitehead's
position, education may be said to move
in rhythmic interplay between constraint
and antien. It may be assumed that to
remain the same requires discipline and to
change requires the freedom to ao so.
In education, then, this rhythm between
discipline and freedom between cons-
traint and action sets in motion a
progressively upward cycle that feeds as
well on the environment, the impact of
social and global forces, the state of
business and industry, and the
personalities of faculty and students.
Students, in particular, appear to ward
off notions of extensive changes in
the contemporary world. The _success of the
media in recreating nostalgia tor -the
good old days" a time not generally
eithei that good or. for college students,

-that recognizable underscores their
yearning for a certain stability. d climate of
familiarity rather than change.
If the pace, or even the acknowledgement
of change seems to threaten those of us
born in the 30's and 40's. how are we to
prepare those we are teaching today for a
world that will move into that
upward cycle of change at an ever-
increasing, possible dizzying pace?
Those who come after us will be presented
with situations they must be equipped
to haidle, whether in the context of
unforeseeable societal and work demands,
of as yet undreamed inventions, or of

political conditions not vet existing. Those
students are the decision makers of the year
2001 and when they enter their 40's, they
w;l1 have the expectation of another
40 or more years before them. The
question is. what education would we

ant then to have given them now? Pre-
dictions of the future usually seem to fall
into one of three categories: projections
of fear, or of fantasy, or of freedom.
The dependent variable seems to be
the individual's orientation toward change.

Thii, paper suggests that the time is now
or vocational educators to re-examine

the basic principles upon which their
programs are operatecL How else will
hey know what parts of their programs

need to be continued, or what decisions
must be made regarding changes that need
to be initiated? Determinations between
continuity and action must be made --
and they should he made now in order

-e what can be expected in the
future. It is suggested here that nothing
less than restructuring the vocational
curriculum will meet this challenge; it
s only when this has been accomplished
hat it will be possible to clarify the
nticipated needs, and at the same

time, offer a possibility, almost without
limit, to those who accept the challenge.
It is also here that must be acknowledged
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the ethical and moral formation ot
spirit needed to penetrate to the core of
the vocational curriculum. I.Vhen looking
to the future: the temptation to introduce
social concerns or value to all humanity
can scarcely be ignored; and, esen
facets of life of the future must be
confronted while thinking about People
around the globe. 'so too must consideration
for the people down the street be kept
firmly in mind. But jr both perspectives,

r may have need to call out the
for action --tor vengeance will
certainly follow swiftly if we do not.
Before attempting a hst of ,onle Ri
situations that we MOSI race indeed
cope with in the future, the
philosophical questions upon which
these situations rest must be stated:
Who will be concerned about the phsicaI
environment in light ot eversday, niazzluig
technological developments? Who will
formulate the ethical decisions on the
manipulation of life through medicine
and the health sciences? And who
will make the moral decisions in the held
of economics that will affect children
who will live below the subsistence level.
particularly those among ethnic minoritiese
It is the area of economics that brings
us to our first glimpse into the future,
and it is already with us: automation
today provides direct links trom stores to
banks, checking credit. recording
:ransactions, handling the entire process
oi money dealings. In essence, money in
the form of cash is already passe'.
immediately beyond lies the second
situation: automation in our present
society is beginning to cut down on the
need for a workforce; over time, a society
might emerge in which nonwork. or leisure,
is ennobling.
The third situation inesitablv supposes

in the year 2001. the majority ot
working people may be technicians or
maintenance personnel. The highly
educated are likely either to be engag d
in research and development or they will
be in leadership positions requiring
problem-solving and decision-making
capabilities.

The fourth situation suggests that
five/sixths of our country s people vill
be:urban dwellers on two percent vf
the land. About half the population will be
located in 12 SlateS comprising only 10
percent of the land.

2

Number tise deals ssah climate control.
It seems clear that climate control will
operate in spectacular fashion. In fact,
no further breakthroughs in technology
are needed, tor example. tor huge nuclear
reactois to generate heat capable of
repelling smog at 19.000 in areas
such as the Los Angeles Basin. This in turn
will create a ea breeze below bringing
rain and making deserts bloom as tar in-
land as Las Vegas.

Number ses concerns the drain on natural
resources due to increasing populations
and higher standards ot living. Mining the
sea. reclaiming minerals trom junk, and
producing mineral substitutions may
be considered as solutions to alleviate
the world's imbalance of important ores.
Number seven recognizes the power and

ecision of the laser beam and the
sital part this tool will play in the fields

medicine, technology, and communica-
n.

Numher eight bears on the infoimation
that ermanent stations have been planned
bs lentists for_ establishment on
nearby planets by 1990. Today's newspapers
alreads proclaim the successtul explora-
tion nt Mars. Will the year 2001 see
these stations manned? (peopled?)

Number nine focuses on new discoveries
made in genetics, biochemistry, psychology,
and medical engineering. These areas of
specialized knowledge will open the
creation of human life and its development
to external management.
Number ten relates specifically to edu-
cation: the format ot the educational
enterprise may be changed so that
schooling will be transmitted into homes
and community learning centers. The act
of learning per se may become a lifetime
occupation in support of the three or
four distinctive camels or professions
men and women wil: pursue during their
lifetitne,
Arbitrarby selected as these 10 points
are, further illustratiohs of how the world
will change in the next 25 years may
be spun out indefinitely. But whatever
the face of the future whatever the
issues th t must be confronted the
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basic question remains the same: How are
we anticipating the needs ot the time
ahead in our schools today? In order
to address this question and put it into
clear focus, we should remember that thc
rhythm between constraint and
freedom requires continual interplay
between both: indeed, seit-constraint
rises from voluntary choices, while
freedom is enriched, stimulated.
and directed through the constrain
Such interfacing achieves an integration
of all the parts comprising the educational
enterprise. Thus, to be able to tollow
the movement of the upw,rd gcle des( rihed
at the beginning of this paper, we
should first examine the concept of
continuity in education; we should look
closely at the limitations and constraints
implied within the concepts.
Constraints on all education, w:,ether
public or private, local or national. are
relatively similar. Yet, it is the manner in
which the schools will cope with these
demands upon themselves that will
determine the survival of current cultural
values into the hew age. It may be
argued hem that these cultural values will
not be adequate or appropriate for the
future, but we must, of necessity, address
those values that we know now, that
we teach now. To move forward. then,
each educator should discover
for him or herself that these constraints.
within our present cultural context.
actually harbor the solutions and the
strategies to prepare a generation of
decision makers for their role in year 2001.
A partial list of the most prevalent
educational constraints we are grappling
with today must include,

Insufficient funds
Required (and uninspired) SuhICCI
matter and curricula
Traditional practices (established
through resistance to change)
Insularity (and personal distance
between administrators, faculty.
students, and the real world)

To work these major constraints on
the educational system of our day into
educational advantages for the future
may requ're an energy, a courage, and
a willingness to take risks that appear
threatening to present-day
educators, at least at first consideration.

Strategy tor growth inires. at nun mum,
an intellectual assent to the fact ol change.
It demands a willingness to move into
new areas w ith new objectives, pushing
eaCh 11101TMHI within its presently yom-
fortahle framework beyond what is

miliar and painless. It there are
solutions to eNisting problems. does
any-one know them? Are solutions °Herod
anywhere? The question really becomes.
is it not true that solutions can be created
onTy if real erfoits ate made to r reale them?
And it is precisely therein that the
tirst ot the paintul realizations must be
confronted: if education is a process, a
becoming, an incomplete, open-ended
experienCe, it reqUires not just constant
reaction, but the creation of
options as well. Yet educators.
including vocational educators, seemingly
reject thi$ notion. The usual approach
to the solution ot problems tits the
formula of stating objectives, prescribing
actions obtaining results, and initiating
evaluation, the entire sequence preplanned
and prescheduled. An acquiescence to
the notion of _-becoming- produces
freedom for discovery, and thus, the
creation of options.
The remainder of this paper will present
reflections that are intended to address
these issues. They are meant to serve
only as illustrations, not to be
accepted or rejected as absolutes. They
con :itute some samples of the many
options open to creative schools and
innovaik:e educators if they are to rid
themselves of that which is preplanned
and prescheduled in today's programs.
The reflections that follow aro an
exercise in the exploration of freedon
THROUGH and WITHIN existing
constraints,

Insufficient funds
We all know that schools suffer desperate
financial pressures Three questions may
be posed each requiring both institu-
tional and personal honesty in an attempt
to use our knowledge toward a solution.
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1. If more money were available to
schools, would educators really know
what to--deewith it? As Plato would have
us do, let us answer with another
question: How do ss e know that schook
would not simply underwrite the same
unimaginative programs reinforcing crusty
practices? Or. more pertinently, it
given more money from whatever source,
would schools be'prepared to ire:oduce.
accept, and implement procedures and
policies that would result in leadership
caliber being formed across the present
system?

2. If more money were indeed the
major ingredient needed fot adequate
training for the future, are schools fully
exploiting the funding that i5 presently
available to them through private founda-
tions? Schools would have to unite on all
levels in a common effort at private fund-
ing, as the colleges have done; they would
have to accept working with legislators
toward state or national support
for increased funds. Are they doing so
now? individual administrators, faculty,
dr graduate students in private associa-
tion with such others might well move
toward a solution about much needed
funds if they were to utilize coinpreheiisive
efforts. Can they see this kind of move
as the solution it presents?

3. Lack of money hitherto has driven
educators through desperation,
mostly to inventiveness and creatise
efforts. Without funds, out of very little,
they have repeatedly managed to devise
materials and products. Yet rarely does the
individual staff member feel enough free-
dom to capitalize on his or her own efforts.
This could mean publishing, production.
or manufacturing, or any number of ways
to bring these creative efforts into the
schools. Not being able or allowed
to do so causes an internal constraint
that unnecessarily impinges on a problem
already burdened with external restrictions,

Required (and uninspired) ,object matter
and curricula

The concern today of some teachers and
administrators for curriculum vitality
through career education or other
concepts reflects a willingness to inspect

4

sirbjeci i-ontent; it also shows their deSire
to judge honestly the content's contribution
to the Jong-range vision the school has
attempted to establish. But this kind
of clear viSiOn and voluntary self-criticism
IS given to but a tew, scattered-about
decision makers. As a result, te,ching
continues. at 1>est, on an intellectual hand-
to-mouth basis. Surely, this will never
ready students for active, productive
citizenship in the year 2001,
6, Hampered personnel
If, for the sake of this discussion about
the future of education, we were to ima-
gine that the curriculum were treed
trom the unwieldy, invalid constraints of
the past. three other components would
immediately be affected. personnel,
time, and space. Let us exanline each of
these a5 it relates to the other two.

If a new concept of curriculum were to
demand shorter blocks of time for one
subject and longer blocks for others, the
type -of teacher needed and the resulting
physical placement of the students
would be affected at the same time.
indeed, if teachers were to become
specialists, each with a distinctive talent
to be used in a unique fashion, the amount
of time required and the locale of the
students to be taught would require a
totally different form of distribution.
Such a specialist-teacher, be it a
lecturer, a student diagnostician, a
discussion provocateur. a laboratory
technologist, or any other type of specialist.
would have to view the physical plant
as a flexible service for the differing needs
of the learners, not as an edifice for its
own sake. Under these conditions, the daily.
weekly, and yearly use of time. space,
and subsequent teacher roles would
develop a new set of relationships to
each other, and in turn, to the educational
program as a whole. It is probable
that the process per tie of
to this kind of interfacing would
produce in students an ability to handl
change. This flexible attitude, due to daily
familiarity with the effects of change,
would allow the students to develop a
stability of personality and of expectations,
thereby freeing their minds for creative
leadership. In a mobile climate of
responsible change, students would be
more likely to acquire the characteristics
required for ease of adjustment than if
they were to use their energies in a mere
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effort to cope with the inevitable external
pressures of change_

Traditional practices
Future trends in educational institutions
would appear to require a serious
restudying of traditional practices,
evaluating both their essential value and
rheir applicability. Traditions of obvious
intrinsic worth, such as the principles
of vocational education, possess a
transcendence over place and time. But
vocational educators should see fit to
eliminate consistently any so-called
orthodoxy that cannot be justified in itself.
They should at the same time
take the lead in searching out those values
that are perennial and constitute one
generation's gift to the next. it may be
argued that in one set of circumstances.
some aspects of these principles will he
more prominent than in another. Still.
there are traditions that will always emerge
as pervasive, guiding forces. These are the
customs, the attitudes, and the beliefs
that form the base of our ethical being
now. In the absence of contrary evidence.
there is no reason to believe that
changes in the lives of future generations
will require changes at the core of
human ethics.
But there are other traditions that do have
to be re-examined. Within education, for
example, one definition as intrinsic to
the profession as the role of the school
principal may have to be shifted from that
of leader to facilitator. Teachers roles
may have to be changed from passive
professionals to educational innovators,
prescriptionists, and the earlier mentioned
specialists. Obviously, this scenario calls
for a redistribution of personnel and a
redefinition of teacher roles and
responsibilities. These concepts do probably
constitute the undoing of a tradition. If
so, let us make the most of it. Such
determinations may well foster excellence
in future teaching and learning: maybe
in terms of today as well,

Insularity
If progress is to come, it will have to
develop from within the profession.
There is currently an element of freedom
that has been established by default,
that is, because too little guidance

emanates from the national and state
leyek. Local educational staffs must
capitalize on this freedom to draw up lines
of mutual support with other institu-
tions. Both educational and commercial
institutions must be contacted so that
personal communication and public
dissemination of ideas may be initiated,
it today's educators fail to pick up
this challenge, more parochialism and
deeper insularity ..innot help but flourish.
In fact, the ahseni e of a national policy
in the field of vocational education should
be utilized as a positive force; it
actualizes the option for experimentation
and opens wide the door to innovative
programming. As dKcussed earlier, not all
experiments need money. However, too
often inventiveness and creative efforts
never begin because money or the lack
of it is preferred as an excuse before
the efforts are begun. Essentially, the
freedom from external controls that
exists in vocational education should
serve to stimulate an openness to discovery
at every moment. In our field, the opportu-
nities for creativity and originality in
teaching will expand if the ability to
perceive their presence is augmented.
-Openness to discovery" does not
necessarily mean that all such efforts will
come to successful fruition. Indeed, if
the situation created by the discovery
were to fail, the sense of freedom to
experiment should not be lessened. For
administrators, teachers, and students, the
freedom to make a mistake should be
included: true freedom does not consist
in always being right.
Summary
These then are some illustrations that
recognize the existence of present-day
constraints. Briefly, educators need to
capitalize on what they have, to extend
their freedoms because of the inhibitions
placed on them. A tradition of education,
which once resounded to the needs of
the times,today clamors for the
recognition of the needs of other times:
the courage to investigate, the willingness
to take risks, and the sense of responsibility
inherent in assuming the consequences.

5
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The parable of the saber-tooth tiger
as it applies to today's curricula is
inescapable in context a the way Our
schools are meeting th,2 .:hallenge of
tomorrow. If the saber-tooth tiger is
extinct, isn't an education based on its
survival irrelevant? it is painful
application of an honorable chronicle; but
it must be acknowledged a we prepare
for the year 2001.

The rhythm between constraint and
freedom requires a continual interplay
between both: selt-constraint rises from
voluntary free choices, while freedom
is enriched, stimulated, and directed through
constraints. Such interfacings will have the
effect of integrating all the parts of
the educational entetprise.
Another age spoke of this as wisdom,
this integration of liberty and restriction,
of the ideal and the practical, the
intellectual and the moral, the personal
good and the private good. contemplation
and action, ends and means, atir.hority
and personal judgment. the liberal arts
and the practical arts. In the technologiyal
world in which we live, what better
integration is there than the marriage of
"academics," "technology.- and
"humanism- in education? It can do no
less than offer a continual renewal of
the educational process, whir h. ultimately
is life itself.
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this
RAVE

in
Vocational
Education?
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and thoughtful look at
vocational education totlav's sociew
seems to uncover a host of questions. It,
as leaders we are to heighten our capabilities
and strengthen our sense of purpose. we
must deal with our need tor a feeling
of security that we are on the "right
;rd( k," This paper will attempt to address
some of the questions that came to
mind when the Regional Adult and
Vocational Education (RAVE) bill recently
passed in the state of Calif -ilia. A
legislative mandate that is i ertain to have
a profound influence on vocational educa-
tion. it calls tor a survey of all programs
in continuing education and occupational
plans and otterings. And so, the questions
evolved:
What type of occupmional preparation
should be a part of the educational
experience of all youth and adults? What
kind, and at what level in the educational
system should this preparanon take place?
What should be the relationship between
vocational education and training for
employment in specific occupations and
industry? What are the appropriate
roles of the schools, on-thc ,ob training,
apprenticeship programs,
work-study and work-experience
programs?
To what extent should the objective of
vocational education be (a) to meet
the needs of the iabor market, and (b) to
meet the needs of the individual?
Assuming that labor-market and community
needs have a special influence in
vor ational education, what should be the
ro', of the community-industry-advisory
councils? How are they best organized
and utilized in assisting vocational-
education planning and policy?
How should vocational and technical
education be organized and
administered? What is the appropriate
role of the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion, of state boards of education. of
state boards of vocational and technical
education, of local authorities? How
much stress should be given to area
vocational schools and residential
vocational and technical schools? What
part of federal funds allocated to the states
shquld be used for programs in secondary
and adult-education institutions?

7
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If we are to recognize that the cooperation
demanded by current legislative proposals
as well as the specifications of RAVE
are attempts at responding to the socio-
economic changes in today's society,
vocational educators will have to clear
their unilateral perspective of their
appropriate jurisdictional role in the
spectrum of educational training and
manpower programs. Thus, the next
question inevitably asks:
What is the comparative strength of
vocational education relative to industrial
training programs and the manpower
policies of the federal and state
departments of labor?
Although this specific issue should be
confronted without delay, answering
the question would, once again, raise
ancillary issues. If the resolution of this
question is likely to determine the
establishment ot a more effective social
and educational policy in our sockity.

.. what type of person will benefit more from
vocational education than from on-the-job
training or short-term manpower
policies? What skills, occupations, or
curricula are more suited to vocational
education than to the alternative, and
often competing forms of manpower
development?
A clue to the answers to these and
other questions appears to lie within the
recent enactment of RAVE: what the
legislators are indicathig is a need for
vocational educators to be accountable
for the running and the outcomes of
their programs. In other words, if we are
to ensure some measure of faith in our
vocational-education programs. we will
have to demonstrate some measure of
success on what we-acproducing. There
are, for all intents and purposes, a phletora
of definitions of accountability. It is not the
goal of this paper to choose among these
definitions, nor to survey the differing
opinions, strategies, merhanisms and so
forth that have, or have not, proven
adequate or ineffective in many specialized

areas. For vocational education, Bowen
(1974) suggested five simple and
straightforward steps for a system
of accountability:

Define, clarify, and order priorities
among the objectives in terms of
which performance is to be evaluated
Allocate resources to methods of
production that promise maximum
returns in relation to these objectives
Evaluate their outcomes or products
or results
Relate costs and outcomes
Report the results in appropriate
form to governing boards, outside
sources of financial support,
faculty, administrative staff, and
general public.

The apparent simplicity of this series
of steps is deceiving. Upon closer
examination, some of the difficulties
inherent in each become
apparent: whose definition of priorities?
Whose clarification? How can one deter-
mine what method of production promises
maximum returns? What, for that matter,
is the definition of maximum returns? And
the final poser: Who is really responsible?
And to whom?
Whether some form of explicitness in an
attempt at answering these questions
can be achieved or whether a decision is
made that no such decision can be made
the goals of other proposed federal and
state legislation concerned with vocational
education of the future appear to
address themselves directly to the issue

-of accountability of resources, time,
and money. Certainly, there is no
consensus; but the focus has to be clearer
if we are to find ourselves on "the right
track."
Presently, because there are about as
many approaches to the issue of account-
ability as there are specialists in the
field, some of the questions posed earlier
are being answered in ways that differ
and may depend upon.the institution or
the particular educator. For example,
Sagen (1974) expressing the internal
accountability viewpoint, suggests that
institutions be accountablg to the extent
that they,
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establish and clarify goals and develop
criteria against which ).}. gress toward
these goals can be judged. (p. 27)

On the other hand, Byram (1971) feels
that accountability is synonymous with
program evaluation and that,

the point of reference should be the
extent of attainment of program
objectives, and that statements of
program objectives in performance
terms have not generally been
written. (p. 38)

Schaefer (1973) for his part believes that
the assessment of vocational programming
is demonstrable through skill mainment.
Thus, though he seems close to Byram's
position, Schaefer Oaborates by
saying that what is needed are acceptable
achievement tests of both a theory and
performance nature. Such measures, he
suggests, will provide us with grounds
for argument that we are being accountable
in an inner sense, that is, that teachers
within a program are meeting their
stated goals through proper instruction,
methodology, curriculum, and so forth.
Possibly because they are sensitive to
this range of opinions, legislators
are asking vocational educators: Do you
consider yourself part of the nation's
manpower effort? They then suggest that
job placement is the goal of every
vocational program and thus, they
join the debate. For, as Moss argues (1971),

it is not possible to determine the
extent to which a vocational program
is satisfying manpower demand
until 04 manpower demand is
known. (p. 38)

And adds,
methods of forecasting manpower
demand are highly value-laden. (p. 38)

And the question again is, whose values?
We must therefore accept that there is no
single answer to -Who are we to be held
acconntable to?- any more than there
is to, "What are we to be held accountable

for?" The diversity of opinions _m
these crucial matters would tend to
indicate that future letOslation establishes
as one of its ultimate goals a built-in
system of national and/or state
leadership that will define accountabdity
in vocational education at all program
levels. Since it is commonly known that
legislatures are rejecting the idea so
prevalent for the last decade that educa-
tion will improve if only better funds are
made available neither -better"
personnel nor "better" instructional
materials seem to have done the job to
anyone's satisfaction it seems a logical
and entirely fitting recognition of the
state of the art that California has
enacted a bill that asks vocational
education to make operational the
concept of across-the-board cooperation.
in support of the -more is too much"
position, Smith, Aker, and Kidd (1970)
found that increased funding enticement
had resulted in skewered programming
of vocational-education offerings. They
report thai,

the need for cooperative planning
among vocational education agencies
at the national. state. and community
and neighborhood levels has been
exacerbated by the proliferation of
programs in the 1960's. (p. 88)

indeed, cooperation is likely to be the tenor
of many policies that will be placed
before vocational-education leaders. And
it undergirds Assembly Bill 1821, intro-
duced by Assemblyman Joseph
Montoya. RAVE is in essence an attempt
at establishing such regional adult
and vocational councils throughout the
state of California. For Los Angeles
County, the law requires that RAVE
councils be set up for all 14 community-
college districts. Each council is to be
composed of representatives from each
Los Angeles community-college district,
high-school district, private educational
institution as well as prime sponsor
under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA). The purpose of the
councils is clearly spelled out: To review
and to make recommendations on adult-
continuing and vocational-education
courses. Further, the councils will attempt

9
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to prevent unnecessary duplication of
courses offered in each council region.
To facilitate fulfilling these goals,
boundaries have been defined coterminous
with the state's community-college districts.
Clearly, the legislation is intended to
foster better voCational-education
programs by establishing continuity and
cooperation among programs since the
bill provides for the councils to represent
all segments of the population and all
levels of vocational-education programs.
For Los Angeles, these include the
secondary-school districts, the community-
college districts, the county Superintendent
of Schools, private p,;t-secondary
educational institutions, and CETA
prime sponsors. All regions are required
to review district plans, courses, and
programs. The bill defines as follows: a
minimum of one community-college
attendance area to be determined 13y local
school districts with final approval bv the
state Superintendent of Public
Instruction and the Chancellor of the
California Community Colleges. In addi-
tion, the coordinator is required to collect
the following items for report to
the regional councils:

an inventory of all programs. course
objectives, and content
categorization of programs
establishment of cross reference
policy statements for adult-continu-
ing and vocational-education courses
from all segments of the population
any agreements existing between
agencies as to delineation of
functions.

In conjunction with these activities, the
coordinator is to see that the council
activities.include,

providing liaison between the pro-
grams and potential employers and
assisting in the development of a
plan for the short term improve-
ment of both adult-continuing and
vocational education.
identifying and appointing 18
members to the advisory committee.
This committee shall consist rY
single-member representation irom
several agencies, each serving a

10

three-year term; if a vacancy
occurs, the remainder of the vacant
term shall be filled on an interim
basis by appointment from that
agency represented.

RAVE specifies that the participating
agencies shal be,

a regional occupation center and
occupational program
a state uni. 7sity, college, or
campus of the University of
California
a field office of the Employment
Development Department
one or more representatives from
each of the following groups as
defined in the education code

the handicapped

the disadvantaged
teachers

leaders from business and
industry
people from labor, labor manage-
ment, and the Joint Apprenticeship
Committee
significant racial or ethnic (or
both) minorities within each
region, and
students from all segments of th
population.

The bill's intent is to survey all programs in
order to make fitting recommendations
which will be achieved as follows: each
regional adult-and vocational-education
council will meet and review, (1) all adult-
continuing education plans and offerings,
(2) regional occupational programs and
centers plans and offerings, (3) plans of
community-college districts or a unified
sc hool district to change offered course,
(-1) plans of a community-college district
to change-a course offered as adult educa-
tion to a regular, graded course, and (5)
all plans required to be submitted to either
the state Board ot Education or the
California Manpower Services council by the
Comprehensive Employment Training Act
prime sponsors.



Further, RAVE delineates that each
regional adult and vocational-education
council shall recommend plans and offerings
reviewed for approval for state a000rtion-
ments by the superintendents of colleges
and that a recommendation for approval
shall be agreed to by a majority or the
members of the regional adult-vocational
education council.
Additional RAVE clauses specify that the
superintendent and the chancellor shall
jointly promulgate regulations regarding
Criteria to be used by each council
in reviewing courses and making recom-
mendations for approval or disapproval,

ecifically, unnecessary duplication, as
termined by the council. Thus, final course

approval for eligibility for apportionments
is the responsibility of the superintendent
and the chancellor, respeciively.
RAVE also provides the districts with a
recourse if the council does determine
illegality, Any affected district may appeal
a decision of a regional adult and
vocational-education council. Thirty days
after receiving the appeal, the chancellor
or superintendent, as the case may be,
shall notify the district and the respective
council of the final decision. Unnecessary
duplication is defined as follows:

Unnecessary duplication of courses
shall be deemed to have occurred
when two local education agencies
or programs offer the same
vocational or adult course to the
same type of student population
using similar operational charac-
teristics as the prerequisites, unless
one agency reports that it cannot
meet the needs of all students
requiring such services.
Unnecessary duplication of services
shall be deerired to have occurred
when a local educational agency or
program is opened to adults for the
first time and draws students from
existing approved adult education
programs, without mutual agree-
ment.

RAVE's Designation of Improvement
After establishing how all adult and voca-
tional programs are to be reviewed, A B
11321 specifies how the council is to develop
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its recommendations. Each regional adult-
and vocational-education council is asked
to develop, with the assistance of the 18-
member advisory committee, a plan for the
short-term improvement of adult-
continuing and vocational education. In-
cluded is a needs-assessment of skills-in-
demand that is to be determined from each
regional council's analysis. A manpower-
management system of information, subject
to legislative appropriations for this
purpose, will be utilized in the develop-
ment of such plans. The bill requires that
each council file a plan for short-term
improvement each year, on or before June
30, with the state Board of Education, the
Board uf Governors of the California
Community Colleges, the affected district
governing boards, and the regional
occupational center and program, the
California Advisory Council on Vocational
Education and Technical Training, and
the California Postsecondary Commission.
Also delineated are the following actions
by the administrators: The Chancellor of
the California Community Colleges and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction
shall each submit to the legislature by
August 1,1976, a report regarding the
establishment and operation of regional
adult-and vocational-education councils.
The legislative analyst shall analyze the
effectiveness of the regional adult-and
vocational councils one year after the
effective date of the commencement of
the bill.
Conclusion
when we look toward the future as
vocational educators, we will have to take
into consideration and become familiar
with two major concepts: RAVE councils

and accountability. They are the key
words we must make part of our
vocabulary and incorporate into our
future activities. Still, the overriding
issue is the involvement of policy objectives
and its implementation of proposed
legislation. What effect does this imple-
mentation have on the questions posed at
the beginning of this paper? It would
seem that the competing roles of vocational
education and institutional training on the
one hand and various manpower and train-
ing programs of the departments of
labor on the other are in the process of
being crystallized. Although coordination
between institutional training at
vocational schools and on-the-job

11
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training in industry has long been an
issue, much reL --ri;i . proposed legislation
has given 3 relo. urgency to the debate.
Further, regardless of what proposals
are finally voted into law, a sharp hght
has been focused on questions that
have long needed critical examination,
particularly the ones of collaboration.
Thus, in this spirit of cooperation, there
are certain questions that must be asked
for the future of vocational-education
programs: (1) Who should be trained in
vocational schools and who should be
trained on the job? (2) Are vocational
educators spending public funds in training
workers who should be trained by private
employers at private eAp.ense? (3) Aro
government manpos ssvr unds being u'.t.ci
to subsidize empiuyers in training 1., ,'-.ers
for specific, short-term jobs which loot
serve as a substitute for fundamental iong-
term vocational training in community
schools? (4) Is skill training for many of
the disadvantaged really necessary, or
can their absorption into the labor market
be equally wel: ,erved by short-term
counseling, job placement programs,
work orientation, or work experience?
But wherever the answers to these questions
lead us and whatever our stance toward
the legislative mandates discussed above,.
the results of all edur.ational, legislative,
and industrial endeavors will influence the
course of our future activities.
There is an old proverb that says the right
hand must know what the lett hand is doing.
Perhaps legislation is the answer, perhaps
it is the involvement of interested,
articulate, dedicated people in the field.
But whether we become involved or stand
idly back is a choice we must make for
ourselves. For my part. I fervently believe
that we must give our input, our time.
and our energy in order to accomplish
the ultimate goal of improving vocational
education for the future.
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Warren W. Vakiry

iAKRICANS:

-HALLENGE FOR
NAL LEADERSHIP

A wise historian once remarked that,
"... those who fail to learn from the
mistakes of the past are condemned t
repeat thern." I would like to express some
opinions about mistakes and about the
past in vocational education. I would
like to examine its present, perhaps its
future, with particular emphasis on the
relationship between opportunity and
achievement, Black Americans and the
challenge for vocational leadership_

First, I would like to define some terms.
Words can mean almost anything we want.
Blacks have been misled so consistently
and so convincingly that we, above all
people, have come to understand how
important it is to know for sure what our
words really mean. In fact, during Water-
gate, using words to mean whatever the
speaker wanted them to mean raised
lying to a national pastime nearly
approaching an art form.
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Opportunity and achievement are not
interdwri-seable terms; this simple laCl
caused an area of confusion and been the
source of immense mischief in the striving
of the Black community.
Opportunity, as I use the term, means the
ch5nce to achieve: I stress the word
chance, which is the mathematician's word
for a gamble. And that pretty well describes
it. To carry the description one step
further: .buying a raffle ticket puts you in
the game winning the prize is another
story. Of course until you get into the
game, you have no chance of winning.
Still, merely being in the game is some
distance from the payoff, and that brings
us to th6 question of achievement.
Achievement is the payoff, the attainment
of a goal, a skill, an occupation or an
end through effort, often valorous,
courageous, sometimes thankless effort.
One problem that we as vocational
leaders need to addres7s especially in dealing
with our young people is the confusion
between the gambler's chance of
achieving and actual achievement. the
result of conscientious planning, labor,
and application, and most of all: HOPE.
A clear and lucid differencc! ,
In my role as vocational educator, I have
many occasions to observe our young
people in vocational settings the first of
many achievement-oriented encounters
with life experience. Hope is a fairly
plentiful commodity in the upper level
socioeconomic strata arid in student
reaction to achievement especially in the
often expressed feelings toward ,1 high
level of achievement: "Boy, I sure gat
lucky tbis time." Although this view
of a high test grade or other vocational
achievement as good fortune appears all
too frequently, note the confusion between
opportunity and the actual achievement.
Indeed; students from more advantaged
circumstances appear far more likely to
view achievement as the result of their
own hard work, their own sweat,
their own native ability. We must iich
students from the lower level
socioeconomic strata to do likewise,
tempered, of course. with that buoyant
doubt that comes from knowing cliv
that our silver must be gold.
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There are some key lessons in our
history that need to be remembered and
studied. The Booker F. Washington
approach to opportunity and achievement
for many years did violence to the
concept of Black achievement: We now
know that this was because Washington
made the tragic error of putting
society's majority words in a Black
context and then being naive enough to
act on that premise. Booker T. Washington
told us to educate ourselves so that
we might exploit opportunities that he
believed were already being offered
to us. His error was primarily one of
timing. The message of Booker T.
Washington was totally wrong in his o n
time but is totally right in our
current context.
We also learned that he believed that the
words in our country's founding documents
meant exactly what they said. The truth
that all men, by definition, are equal
before their creator seemed to him a fair
statement of the human condition. But as
we know, some men are created
more equal than others, and liberty and
justice for some has consistently been
the way the philosophy of equality
became operational and evolved into
law, custom, and everyday practice.
Some 40 years after his death, we began
to see the error in Washington's view
and began to act in terms of a new vision
of Black destiny. Achievement (the end
poolli. took on a new dimension and we
went about the but.iness of getting into
the game by whatever means available.
The activism of the '50's and '60's
was hectic. It t.VilS often violent, som
misdirected, sonletimes a successful
attempt to shift our main thrust from
waiting for achievement to doing all
we could to buy our raffle ticket and
participate in this life. Vocational
education did allow Blacks to buy such a
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ticket; vocational education must
continue to allow us to do so in the future.
For all the climate of activism, its
tragedy, its high price in blood, its search
for dignity, and its sometimes result
of personal advantage and in spite of an
overall poor return on an extremely high
Black investment there has been progress.
We are, in fact, holding more raffle
tickets than ever before, maybe still far
from a fair share of the available, but more
than before. Wasn't our first order of

-achievement to gain some measure of
opportunity, the possibility to play in the
game? We have achieved that much.
Where do we go from here? To
achieve the right of achieving is not, foi
most Black Americans,a sufficient
payoff. I know as a Black vocational
educator that it's not enough for me.

For most of us, the immediate course of
action is fairly clear. Our
capabilities, our skills, our potentials
have been well determined. At this
point, it is incumbent upon us to
utilize those potentials to the fullest
possible degree within the framework of
the newly widened opportunities.
This seems an obvious choice, but not
necessarily. At all times,and in all cases
much of the measure of achievement is
personal and depends ultimately on
those values designated as priority by
those who hold them. Personal
priorities are indeed personal and as such
not open to further discussion. If you con-
sider money to be your priority, or you
want to opt for status, security, or
insulation from the rigor of public
struggle, then your priorities are defined,
decided, and final. But for those who
have not yet defined, decided, and finalized
their priority structure, I would venture
to suggest some possibilities.
Our Community has suffered from
chronic unemployment and widespread
underemployment:Many of us have had
to make that bitter compromise with
economic reality and settle for a lesser
role in our occupational choice. Often
the lesser role has actually meant
greater money or security or status
insulation from public struggle. But
I would like to remind vocational leaders
that those of us who are not part of
the solution are very much a part of the

problem. At the same time I would like
to tell those young people who are ds
yet uncommitted that the potential for
profit is large because the risks are
commensurately large. If you feel the cour-
age to challenge the past and struggle
with the future, I would suggest that you
make a realistic appraisal of your own
human potential. Ask yourself honestly,
"Am I doing as much with my life as I
really can?" Admittedly a dangerous
question regardless of the answer you
may give yourself. It gives a bitter taste
if you have to say -Yes. this 6 the best
I can do." However, I say to you now that
if you find within you that you are capable
of more, you are morally bound to exploit
that additional potential.to the fullest.
This is true not only for yourself, for
your life, but because you will offer an
essential model to most of our young
.people. They desperately need a hopcful
image with which to identify. It is up to
us to recognize their need to feel that
achievement is a matter of effort and
application, not of good fortune. Where
can they learn that lesson if we do not
teach it?
In reference to teaching, I would like to
look, if only briefly,dt what education
can and cannot do, what it is and is not
doing. Traditionally, education has come
to mean the vague, abstract institution
that holds the instant cure-all for all of
America . ills from veneral disease to the
declining moral structure of our inner city.
Is there something wrong with America?
Find. We assumed somehow that if
we'll just educate everyone,the trouble
would simply go away possibly frightened
into same musty corner by an awesome
spectre: an..erilightened and educated
electorate far too informed to
permit injustice, ignorance, greed, or racism
to exist in its presence. In my opinion,
this way of thinking has perpetrated
perhaps the most persistent myth of
all the half-truths we have been asked to
accept al basic to the American dream.

15
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It is reasonable to suggest that one reason
for its persistence is the fact that
results in the educational process are
admittedly slow in coming. An improved
educational process if it is, in fact,
improved will at best produce results
on a generation-to-generation basis.
Not too satisfactory when applied
to problems which must be solved or at
least ameliorated now. Certainly everyone
agrees when the house is in flames, fire
prevention classes are not appropriate.
Too often we come face to face with
problems that are knotty and demanding,
and so, we choose to ignore them and
go on to that which appears more
viable to us. To ignore the problem is
to call up the school and say, -Okay
educators, teach the problem out of
existence." This leaves us free to go on
to other things, wait a generation or so
and then point to the failure of the schools
to solve the problem. In spite of this
consistent pattern, schools and the
educational process still get saddled with
outrageous demands far beyond anything
that can logically be expected from
an institution manned and financed by
other human beings. At the same time,
our educators, with a daily stethoscope
on the pulsebeat of our young, receive
the early symptoms of decay. These
warnings beget about as much public
credence as the squawking of Chicken
Little. When, as that legendary bird
tried to caution us, we do finally recognize
that large chunks of the sky are
indeed falling down, we immediately
identify failure of the schools to teach
and delegate education as the villain.
It doesn't seem to make much sense.
"Books, research and the media constantly
point out that our educational process
is crippled with administrative barbed wire
that substitutes bookkeeping for book
learning, and that it serves as an incubator
for madness and mediocrity." In this
context it is interesting to note the facts
about school attendance, for example. We
are all aware that a California high
school receives its state money based
upon ADA, Average Daily Attendance. The
school itself is effectively graded and
rated and rewarded based upon how many
students are physically present for

_

From an address by Robert Weiner, "rconornic
Deve:sprnent and Minorities"' delivered at Rockwell
international B-1 Minion, Los Angelei, tone 24 1975.
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instruction. Counting heads is a fairly
simple and straightforward process.
Especially if we consider the fact there is
no attempt mado ro assign these funds
based upon the quality of the learning
experience, nor upon the relevance of what
the students are learning, nor the
contribution that the information
exposure may be able to make toward an
improved life by preparing young
people for a saleable skill along with
book learning. Consequently, a primary
lesson that the schools must, of
necessity, teach is that attendance is
paramount. This, in--turn, is certainly
consistent with the working world
for which we are presum.ibly preparin
our young. Not that the working world is
any different in its infinite wisdom
than education's preoccupation with
attendance. Only the working world calls
it "work habits." The basic confusion over
means (attendance) and ends tends to
frustrate true achievement. In effect, once
a fair "accomplishment- form would be
substituted for content we would have a
situation consistent with the educational
process.

If this scenario sounds a bit bleak, remember
there is a bright side as well.There is
no point in losing sight of what
education can and is doing. In terms
of what we can do to make the
transition from opportunity to achieve-
ment, education still forms the cornerstone.
Furthermore, for many Blacks there
are new opportunities available that were
denied us as recently as five to ten years
ago. There still are closed doors as tightly
locked as ever, but it must be acknowledged
that many of our own earlier dreams, even
fantasies, have taken shape in the world
of reality. Some might think, "too late!"
Perhaps, perhaps not_ There are signs
everywhere, if you are prepared to look
for them. For example, those of us who
prepared for closed careers and were
forced to settle for less now have the
option of pursuing an early dream.
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Those of us who simply dreamed, but
made no preparation, that is, elected not
to run in a race for which there seemed
to be no prize, now find that even though
the prize may be baloney, the man is
slicing it a little thicker these days.
In short, what we must do is to teach
our young a lesson that the schools can
never teach: how to hope and how to win.
Haven't we all learned that the best
lessons are taught by enunciating a
principle and reinforcing that principle
with a concrete example? That same
wise old man with whom I opened this
paper is reported to have said,
"Your actions speak so loud, I can't
hear your words." Use your talents, use
your time, your training, your personal
drive: let your actions speak to our young
people.
As for our young people, they are the
trees that we have planted so that
the:e will be fruit in generations to come.
What are our hopes for their future? What
are we building for them and what
can they build for themselves?
The blood and gut sacrifices that have
brought us opportunity at so dear a
price will become one more three-Iine
notice of tragedy in the future of all our
people unless we move forward and
exploit our opportunities. We must initiate
assertive action and develop
programs designed for true achievement.
We must therefore train, educate, and
prepare our young people to accept
the success that will become II -ir new
birthright. It is critical that we gain the
right to follow a trade, a skill, a
profession, a business. In itself, this is not
enough. It is crucial that we achieve
parallel ability to perform in one of these
callings through education, both
vocationally and academically.
Programs to achieve this do exist, but
they are not being fully utilized at the
moment. I would like to urge vocational
leaders to investigate these programs and
to motivate young people to participate.

In my opening statements I quoted some of
the virtues ot learning from the past. I
would like to close by referring you to
D. H. Lawrence, who said, -It is a shame
that the past does not decently bury
itself rather than waiting around to be
admired by the present." We need to
get on with the business of now.

El
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There would seem to be no argument
with the assumption that vocational
educators and industry personnel need to
collaborate and cooperate if students
are to receive the highest quality education
possible. Yet the following vignette .
which occurred recently, appears
indicative of the current situation.

18
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Joan: Dick, are you familiar .A-ith the
community college coopera-..e education
program?

Dick: Oh, I know what it is.
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Joan: Have you ever had any cooperative
students working for you in your plant?
Dick: No. Not that I know of_
Joan: You know, of course, that there
are lots of contacts between companies
and vocational education, especially in the
community college. Has anyone ever
contacted you about the cooperative educa-
tion program, or about job opportunities
in your company, or about your serving
on an advisory committee in the plastics
technology field?
Dick: No.
Joan: Hum, that's very interesting. Now
the punch line! Would you be willing
to have someone from a local.college con-
tact yoyzabout the possibilitty Of Our
getting in some capacity? It would mean
time;effort, and commitment on your
part, Would it be worth it to you?
Dick: (after a pause) Sure. I'd be
interested because I would hope to get
good employees who would stay with
the company for at least a couple of years.
My company would benefit from the
relationship.
This is only a summary of an actual
conversation; but the message can be heard
in many conversations held between
interested vocational educators and
industry personnel, There seems to be a
lack of communication between the two
agencies and both sides seem to be
responsible for the situation. First, the
schools are not involving industry in the
school program. Companies could
provide input and could participate in
cooperative programs, graduate
placement, and technology updates.
Second, industry apparently is not at this
time in economic need of large numbers of
entry-level workers and, therefore, does
not seem to be encouraging the
development of work-oriented training
programs. Third, there appears to be a
universal lack of teacher aggressiveness_
Teachers do not go out into industry,

_gm

yet such a move would seen: necessary to
the der elnprnere ot gr.e9.-2 programs, place-
ment, and coept_rrative education.
Finally, and of equal importance, there
seems to be a lack of commitment on the
part of school administrators. My own
experience makes it clear that teachers
need the impetvs and backing of
administration it they are to go out and
make the effort necessary to
develop contacts.

Changes that have occurred over time as
regards the roles of industry and school in
the preparation of the workforce have been
described in the literature, Early vocational
programs were based upon apprenticeships
with the master tradesman responsible
.tor the skill training and general education

f the apprentice. But as more workers
were needed, schools were established,
first private and then public, to prepare
individuals for work and to provide a degree
of general education as well. After the
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, more emphasis
was placed upon the scholastic preparatior
of workers. New laws expanded school
requirements and limited the work which
youngsters were allowed to do. And so
worker preparation gradually reversed
itself: persons were being trained in school
and were expected to refine their skills
on the job. Concomitantly, gradual
changes occurred in training programs.
The expanded and accelerated manpower
needs created by World War II
resulted in new training procedures. The
increased need for technical training as a
requisite to many jobs saw the expansion
ruf the community-college system,

bulge of war babies flooded the job
Pt with surplus workers with many

in tr. nopulation having chosen to
spen, nore lime in school. This situation
created a false demand for higher
education as a requisite to entering the
workforce. Thus, we reached a point
where, today, we have a twofold problem:
a surplus of trained workers competing for
jobs for which they are overtrained aca-
demically and a surplus of individuals
completing community-college programs
without ever having worked in their
major field.

,f
4.1 'The
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How Can the Relationship between
Industry and Vocational Education be
Improved?
Ever since the growth of classroom-
oriented skill training there has been a
question as to what the role of industry
should actually be in the preparation of the
workforce. This paper will endeavor to
explore issues that relate to the deter-
mination of industry's future role. Of course,
it must bt recognized that needs are
constantly changing and that training
practices must change in response;
therefore any possible solution must be
considered temporary in light of historical
erspectives. What this paper would

ike to achieve is to get vocational educators
to consider their current relationship
with local industry.and to stimulate both
sides sufficiently to motivate a strengthen-
ing of that relationship, particularly
the lack of industry preparation in
vocational programs. A series of questions
and related discussions addressing the
topic follow.

1. Should industry participate in
training or shobid- this be the domain of
the school? Some say that industry
will train only for specific skills
that will satisfy immediate
manpower needs but will not attend to the
long-term interests of the student. Thus,
if industry participates, will its immediate
need destroy the current concept of pro-
viding a general education that will
allow the individual to advance both
vertically and horizontally? In response,
some point to the benefits of industrial
training. They argue that schools
frequently lack modern equipment and
prepare students for work on outdated
equipment. While it is true that theory
can be taught on older equipment,
students who only see obsolete equipment
will have a ynore difficult transition
to actual job conditions. This is one
reason the utilization of industrial faci-
lities would be beneficial since it would
allow students to learn on current
equipment. In addition, if industry wanted

better quality workerc or needed tax
incentives it would robably support
industrial involvement in training programs.
Past experience would suggest that
industry should be involved in training.
The question of the degree of participation
does not seem to matter; what does
emerge is a pattern suggesting that
economic, industrial, and personnel needs
all influence participation.

2. What role should industry play in
manpower projects? Part of the problem
of surplus workers might be eliminated
if careful projections were made for
each specific skill area. When new job
markets open up, industry does the bulk
of the early training. Also, when
schools begin programs, training is
current because the teachers in the program
have just left industry or have been
recently involved in industry-sponsored
training programs. People learn of
an emerging field; the schools are
flooded with students. Industry, when in
need of qualified persons, generally is
willing to hire all those who graduate
or complete a portion of the program;
training is then completed within each
individual company. But, over a period of
time, qualified persons saturate the field
and the school graduate finds it more dif-
ficult to secure an entry-level job. Now
experience becomes a requisite for em-
ployment; and industry, because of the
surplus of eligible employees, imposes
elevated education requirements for
entry-level jobs. In reality, the rate at which
new students enter school programs does
not match the decline in demand for new
employees in the field. What emerges is
a glut of students who complete programs,
but are unable to find employment or, if
they do, secure jobs on a par with their
education.

It would seem that both more input from
industry as to manpower and technology
needs as well as wise counseling by
school personnel would help alleviate
this problem. Frequently, surplus
conditions eventually solve themselves:
fewer jobs mean fewer students entering,
which means program adjustment to
actual needs. Would closer ties with
industry allow schools to gain prior
knowledge of decreases or increases in
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manpower needs and thus eliminate some
Of the fluctuations? The facts suggest
that part of the problem lies in the time
lag between changes in industrial needs
and modifications in school programs.
Perhaps closer ties with industry
would lead to earlier warnings of
impending industrial changes enabling
school staff to rectify this lopsided
situation.
Since future plans are often dependent
upon inaccurate figures, the value of
collected data may be negated. But if
school personnel could improve com-
munication, accurate local predictions
about specific employment needs could
be made. The immediate effect would
surely be better counseling and more
pertinent curricula.

3. Should industry or the school be the
instigator in developing stronger
relationships? It might be interesting to
look at exemplary school-industry
relationships and attempt to profile
these bonds. Are they based on chance
personal relationships? Have schools
taken an aggressive role and created a
"game plan for approaching industry?
If such a plan exists, can the approach
be exported to other interested schools?
Are some industries more progressive
than others? How? Can training interest
be spread through the industry so
that others will also get involved? Are
only certain job areas compatible with such
relationships? A vocational-education
lus is that programs are supposedly
uilt upon strong industrial relations.

Should a more scientific study be made of
the ties that exist so that procedures for
improving relationships should be
developed? Maybe training programs can
and should be offered to both school
and industry personnel as guidelines. It
might make both parties aware of the
potential in the relationship through
exemplary models.

4. Would industry donate a certain
number of hours so that students can be
introduced to new technology on the

=.4

job si Isn't it industry (hat objects
most strenuously when new employees
are not familiar with equipment?
Would industry go even further and allow
its employees to provide the necessary
training to advanced vocational students?
History has shown that industry will
participate when specifically trained
personnel are needed and there is no other
way to find them. Should this, in fact, be
done? Some developing countries appear
to have found that when industry
takes a very active role in employee train-
ing, it is usually not concerned
with general education. If industry is
included more actively in training, what
should schools do to guarantee that
students are not deprived of the general
education they need for future advance-
ment? It is of interest to note that some
countries utilize the -sandwich approach"
by which students are skill-trained within
the institution, moved into industry
for six to 12 months during which time
they are taught and evaluated, and then
returned to the institution for con-
centrated work in their areas of greatest
weakness. A similar approach is currently
utilized in the United States as a part of
cooperative education programs based
upon an objective-setting model.
Students, with supervisory help, determine
which cognitive or affective areas need
special attention and then focus on
those areas through the establishment of
individualized program objectives.
If this plan is to be expanded, it might be
wise to emphasize the -general good"
of the program so that employers will be
willing to take on students for skill
refinement and job preparation even if
these students will not ultimately work
for the company.
These are some of the questions arising
from the basic problem of noncommunica-
tion between industry and school. In
looking to the future, what actions can
be taken to improve the communication
between the two agencies? It would
seem that to be effective, any action
should concentrate on bridging this gap;
it would provide for the movement of
educators into industry; and it could serve
to introduce industrial personnel into
school settings as advisors, learners,
and/or teachers,
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Some Alternative Courses of Action
The instructor as coordinator. The first
approach to consider is a re-assessment
of the role of the instructor witl-Lin a
community college yr a high school and
to change his/her role from teacher to
teacher-coordinator. He/she would
be concerned as well with developing
ties with industrial personnel whose job
area relates to the coordinator's
teaching area. With an average teaching
load of 20-25 hours per week, the
instructor might use one quarter of
his/her time to make and develop ow
contact with related industries rather
than assuming additional teaching
duties. To move the teacher back into the
industrial community is not a new
concept to vocational education; it has
been minimized over the years. But
today's fluctuating employment needs
and practices require more contact
between the two agencies. Where fewer
entry-level employees are needed in
many current vocational areas, those who
are hired must not only exhibit more
technical training, they must be sensitive to
current industrial practices. Today's limited
need for employees simply means that
personnel directors can wait. Thus, if
vocational educators are to strengthen
their programs, they must do more than
provideseneral technical education: stu-
dents must be given some assurance
that the training they receive will
adequately equip them to seek and find
meaningful work in the climate of
present conditions.
Another advantage of re-instating the
teacher-coordinator concept is the
first-hand information the instructor would
obtain in the field: it would make him/her
aware of local industrial activity and
attitude. The instructor could be privy to
information about hiring practices,
new industrial equipment, current problems
with new hires, projected employee figures,
future company plans, changes in technical
skill requirements, and a variety of
other specific facts that can only come from
personal contact. Information about local

companies is vital to vocational programs
and seems to be most available when
teachers have close contact with personnel
in the industries for whom they are
preparing future employees. It
would seem that,ideally.,the teacher-
coordinator should attempt to blend school
and industry so completely that input
from the two sources into the vocational
curriculum cannot be singled out.
The teacher-coordinator would, in effect,
serve as a liaisoi, between the two
agencies: the position would allow the
teacher to be current in his/her
teaching fie!.1 and would facilitate
constant communication with and inpilt
from industry.
The fa; rs seem to suggest that unless
indust- is aware of what the school is
doing and is asked to provIde input into
programs, no real melding of training
and work can be achieved. Records show
that American industry will assist
educational programs; but first,
management must be told what is needed
and second, it most be made aware of how
the quality of the training will be
improved. It may be argued that in lieu of
such cooperation between the agencies,
industry can take over the entire training
function. H owever, past experience
suggests that this alternative might not
be in the best interests of students because
industry might concentrate on specific
skills and ignore the aspects of general
education and theory that are the
strengths of the public vor ational-
educational system.

For education, a program relying upon
teacher-coordinators is bound to

ecosts,most particularly herauc
additional teachers would L),
permit the scheduling of bloc ut non-
teaching time for teacher-coordinators.
Hopefully, administrators will see that
the improvement in prog m and student-
placement records would J stify the addi-
tional funds. Even today, when money
is everybody's major problem.
The roie of the advisory coc.'". :tee. Another
approach would be the rea
involvement ot the advisoi) trnittee.
If the committee were to ccs- ,ter
itself a partner, partially responsible
for the development of vocational
curriculum, a more direct rapport
between school and industry might
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result. It might do away with the practice
of making overtures simply to comply
with the Vocational Education Act. Past
performance suggests that educators
have not always been willing to act
upon the advice they seek. The inevitable
result is that industry personnel s'
as advisory committee members,
realize that they serve no real function
and lose interest in school programs_
All too frequently, these bodies are
organized, assembled. and ignored_
It would appear that vocational educators
might do well to seek the advisory com-
mittee's thinking and actively utilize
its members' assistance.
Improved and more direct involvement of
the advisory committee can vary weh
geographic location and occupational
area. But in essence, it would add
significant contributions. For example.
the committee might act as a screening
board for current and proposed curricula.
The committee members e.ould
assist teachers modify programs, making
them more compatible with industrial
technology, eliminating obsolete prac-
tices, and identifying subject matter that
is new and vital to indr stry. Indeed.
teachers might request that the advisory
boards evaluate each program yearly
to ensure that a program is relevant.
Further, an involved advisory committee
might inform instructors of projected
equipment changes, of strengths and weak-
nesses of students entering industry, and
of available placement opportunities. All
too often advisory committees are

'considered a compliance group: a yearly
-meeting is held and a limited number of
members appear; some words are
exchanged, and once again, a legal
requirement has been satisfied. It seems
entirely fitting that the educational
system which mandates the advisory
committee be the logical group to assure
committee members of the value of their
inv.olvement. One suggestion might be
to hold meetings at frequent and regular
intervals. Another might be to move the
meeting sites out of the sterile school
conference room and into the classroom
area or, if possible, into industrial sites.

'Ale increased involx ement it visoo,
committees would, most probably. not be
as expensive .15 the fedi her-coordinator

qe:opt discussed earlier and would
provide SoMo of the same benefits. ft
could potentially strengthen the school-
industry bond and might eni, ourage
the incorporation ot industrial suggesti ns
into future curricula, it this approach
were pursued, schools might possibly
consider the participation on advisory
committees. If this alternative were to
be developed, it seems that changes
would have to be made in the composition
of advisory groups so that the majority ol
teachers could participate and benefit.

Cooperative education p rarn,;, A third
approach for the utilitization of local
industry in a participatory rule might be
achieved by strengthening cooperative edu-
cation programs. The strength of these
prograMs lies in the fact that they allow
students actual industrial experience as a
part of the school curriculum and frequently
lead to permanent placement of students
in the industries in which they
interned. The program as presently
constituted also allows tQr individual
contact between industrial supervisors and
classroom teachers. It is generally
accepted that teachers have the potential
to learn about industrial activity through
their job-site visits and that they can
improve school programs because of the
feedback provided by the industry
personnel who serve as work supervisors.
Interaction. A final suggested approach
might be increased Now of persons from
industry into the educational system. One
way in which such persons might be
utilized by the scheel system is to invite
knowledgeable ino',Arial personnel into
schools as guest lecturers, industry could
possible sponsor this program as a
released-time assignment for its personnel.
The school curriculum could thus teach
students the most current technology
and practices. Such interaction could
generate more personai communication
between industry personnel and the
individuals they might be hiring in the
near future as well as direct contact
between the school staff and the industry
personnel. Another suggestion might be
that industry personnel be invited to
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teach specific state-of-the-art units or
classes, thus piggybacking off the current
proprietary school model. Another
approach might be greater sponsoring ot
education and training research
projech by both public and prR alt uur 4 UN

SUMMary

There is a perceptible lack of mmaricatiun
between industry and vocational
education. In order to correct the present
situation where industry's potential
contribution to the preparation of the
workforce is not sufficiently tapped .

several courses ot action have been
discussed. The past has shown that
industry will cooperate when it needs
adequately trained personnel or when it
is approached by educators in an honest
way. It may be assumed that students
would benefit from closer ties between
sr-hool and industry because of the
potential improvement in curriculum and
placement. If educators have not made
sufficient efforts to strengthen the ties,
positive efforts in this direction should
begin now. Although a sincere attempt was
made to suggest some techniques that
might be used by school systems, other
plausible solutions to the problem
of noncommunication between school and
industry should also be considered.
The alternatives presented here are not
meant to he mutually exclusive: indeed,
each of these components of vocational
education, teacher-coordinator, advisory
committee, cooperative education
program, and others which the reader
envisions, might be strengthened
simultaneously. Times are changing
and vocational educators must i
Programs must be built that will re..
upon industrial input as a vital component:
vocational education cannot do the
job alone in today's rapidly changing
industrial world.
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"Which trade schoil are yiAl planning
to attend?'" is a query to be heard more
and more frequentl y. among future high-
school graduates. The question reflects
the fact that the needs of graduating
students go largely unmet where business
and industry make impending demands.
The potential of the accredited propiietary
schools to meet these needs and respond
to these demands may be huch that they
provide the answer to taster, better, and
less expensive vocational training than
that offered by the public high schools.
Many ol today's public-si hool students
are protesting the long hours of
tedious lectures and meaningless assign=
ments on esoteric topics that have no
apparent link to their future. Iheir
discontent is expressed through skyrocket-
ing drop-out rates, an all-time high youth
unemployment rate, and increasing
juvenile crimewaves. Clearly, a more
effective approach to traditional edur anon
is needed. Some intermediary step, a
transition between the acadmic school
environment and remunoratke employ-
ment to help teenagers make the painful
and uncertain adjustments to hiq nrmnng
sufficient individuals nue.t he tumid.

The young people needing this assistal
are not only those who are not going to
college and who need to become self-
suttic lent immediately following high-
school graduation, but also those who
do plan to go on to higher education. For
both groups, work provides identity and
focus for future goals. In this context,
Tawrerue Earle, Vice President of Manage-
ment Technical Institute in Kansas City
said,

We generally tend to address ',ors_ I
to a classification of clientele not
iiriwited to colleges and universities.
These students shun king hours of
lecture because they find such courses
as history boring but they have come
out of high s( hoc)! having no skills
with which to get a job,

indeed, although inost proprietary
schools do gear their (,00rses to nu'et the
needs ot the nonacademic student, n
college graduates Loold also benefit
iron, proprietary ols, Mr. Lafle reported,
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Even some studc-us wIth colleg
degrees ar disillusioned. I he atti-
tude in Amer Ica is that the college
provides you t oh a degree, but now
vou mlit,t go look tor a f(0). Froiluentk,
there ore no jobs.

College clulient5 then an .urn to the
proprietary schools to provide them
with the skills needed ti ohtain
employment.
Wilms (1975) found thai disailvariraged
students did better in proprietary schools
than they did in high schools. His .:tidx
reported that these students selected
proprietartes over community college,
because the lengthy' training and
supplemental courses imposed by
conventional public education) did not
appeal to them. Spec:tin:ally, the brief
courses offered by the private vocational
schools, scheduled into short segments
tor quick mastery., allowed low or
nonachlex ing stfcn t to teel niiipiish
ment in a school et.) ironment, This
first taste ot succ-ss, other researchers
concurred, may ho reSpOrlsalkt for pre-
panne this type of student to work at a
skilled job aS ie COntunt on [he oursce

Projections liii the tun. Ind 1C,Ile that
the number ot consumers who will need
the servc,es ot vocational (rattling is
incre,rang and might continue to do so,
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (1976-77)
predictions indicate that by 1985, 60
milIion jobs will be available for technical
anc serx'ice-oriented people: all will require

pa.licular vocational skill. To turn to
public schools and expect them to provide
the necessary traimng is to be unaware
of the heavy burden the school system is
assuming m its ettorts to keep pace with
industry's rapidly changing technological
needs. It cannot be expected of public
schools to offer adequate training for the
wide range of skills that might be needed
in the future. However, the smaller,
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proprietary schools are geared to do just
that and thus send their graduates into
tuture society with a marketable set ot
skills. Indeed, they are tlexible and
adaptable enough to do this: from presen
indications, it would appear they can do
it effectively.
There is, however, an acute problem
that must be confronted in discussing the
role to be played by the proprietary schools
in the educational picture. Until recently,
many proprietary schools reportedly were
expensive, rip-off diploma schools, and aS
such, host avoided. This attitude was
bolstered by the fact that community col-
leges could and did offer similar training
at virtually no cost. But it the status of
proprietary sn,hools was somewhat sus-
pect, the Federal Trade Commission's en-
forcernent of more stringent regulations
in 1975 and the imposition of higher
approval standards by private school
accrediting organizations have gone a
long way toward erasing this unfortunate
image. Briefly, the Federal lrade
Commission (1975) now requires that
proprietary schools do not guarantee
employment in their recruitment
advertising unless they are able to fulfill
such claiMS. If they do, the commission
requires that placement rates be made
available to the public. As for the
accrediting agencies, NATTS
(National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools) and AICS (American
Independent Colleges and Schools), they
now require inspection of proprietary
schools every five years to ensure that
their standards are on a par with
prevailing educational standards. But more
effective than either the Federal Trade
Commission or the an reditation organiza-
tions to keep proprietary schools adhering
to bona fide standards are the experiences
of their clients, both students and industry.
Unscrupulous operations may get away for
a while with providing poor training or
promoting job opportunities that do not
exist a tioism in all forms of business-
related activities but no proprietary
school can expect to stay in business for
long, or prosper at all, if it does not
consistently provide its n. liemele with job
skills that prove marketable,
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It is selt-evident that proprietary
schools, which are profit-making
organizations, must effectively meet
demand for training and must do so at
level that not only covers costs, but yields

prorit. Ihen again, it May be a:umed
that there would be no profit margin if
the types of training offered in such
schools were identical to and available
in public schools at no cost, or equally
telling, if students enrolled in the private
schools because they assess their
resources as superior. Several
proprietary-school administrators and an
adrninistrator of a public school contirmed
boththese assumptions in a series of per-
sonal interviews. An institutional state-
ment of purpose that the administrators
interviewed agreed upon was that
proprietary schools strive for; and
generally achieve, high placement rates
for their graduates.
The figures show that although
proprietary schools cannot promise a
job, they do contribute much effort fo
ensuring student placement and frequently
achieve high rates of success in this
area. For example, at the Phoenix
Institute of Technology. 93 percent of
the graduates were placed 0 f-rs for which
they were trained. Accw ring to arel de
Laet, Administrator for 0;ieratif ,

of this organization; "We itrate on
those students who do not nave a job,-
Similar reports are found at the Manage ent
Technical Institute. Inc., in Kansas City,
Missouri, Lawrence Earle. the school's
vice president, reports that 94 percent of
the students taking the full one-year course
are placcsd in a job for which they were
trained, generally within 60 days of
course completion. Although the rate drops
to 85 percent placement within the same
time period for those taking the shorter
course generally the lesser qualified
Judents the Kansas City school's
spokesman stresses that the student does
obtain ,_.mployment in the field for which
he/she is trained. Further, where all
schools concern themselves with initial
placement, many offer provisions for
lifelong placement facilities as well. For
example, .3 t the Phoni Institute, the
administrator emphasized,

4 --)
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We provide lifetime placement
assistance: Fifteen to 20 percent o
our placement work is getting the
student a second job. We feel that it
is our responsibility to get them a Joh.

Not surprisingly, proprietary schools
capitalize on placement success. Advertise-
ments are everywhere emphasizing the
student approach to education; the yellow
pages of the telephone directory, local
newspapers, drive-in movie commercials.
and other media outlets are used to
expound the features of the nearby
pr op r ie ta ry school.

But advertising is not enough. In order to
achieve sufficient skill development and
ensure maximum placement rates,
proprietary schools must meet other
student requirements. These include:

O relevant curricula
O modern, up-to-date equipment
O qualified, knowledgeable instructors
O remedial education
O flexible scheduling
O frequent course offerings
O financial aid counseling

These features:a re of great importance to
the schools and together,they constitute
a large part of their student appealf
°According to de Lael, the Phoenix

institute of Technology is sensitive to the
need for relevant curricula. He reported,

In architectural drafting, we provide
20 semester hours of table work, in a
community college, that would be
equivalent to four or five years.

He added, "The university forgets to teach
people how to draw,- Hank Habegger.
Piactical Schools, Anaheim, California,
concurred,

Proprietary schools do it (teach
students skills) quicker; better, and
with a more concentrated effort than
public schools. Our training is more
practical than theoretical, That is, 25
percent of the training is theoretical
and 75 per cent is hands-on pactical
skill development.

°Proprietary schools respond sharply to the
need for up-to-date equipment. While
discussing this student requirement, de Laet
Ot the Phoenix Institute suggested.
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most of the non-proprietary schook
do not have the course materials or
equipment to train. Therefore, when
the students graduate from the
community college, they are not
ready for work because they are not
familiar with the equipment and
facilities they will be using.

In fact, many proprietary schools pride
themselves on having equipment which

'allows the student to transfer easay into an
industrial setting.
Oln addition to relevant courses and new

equipment, proprietary school offer
courses taught by qualified instructors most
of whom are former craftsmen or profes-
sionals with practical experience in their
specialities. These courses are
usually available on an open-entry/open-
exit basis. In many such schools, it was
found that most instructors had worked
a minimum of 6 Years in the area he/shik.
teaches., ,

The advantages of this experience are
obi.ious: it enables the instructors to know
the demands their students will tace on the
job and it enables them to guide the place-
ment of their students because they are
familiar with a particular employment area.

OGenerally students must he high-school
graduates or possess a GED (Graduation
Equivalency Diploma) in order to enter
proprietary schorik, although some
exceptions RI a 1)Q made. However, what
happens if the student is unable to
read or do basic math problem,. even though
he/she does have a diploma? Indeed
testing prior to enrollment may be dune in
order to determine students aptitudes and
basic learning skills. Remt!dial
instruction is onered when it appears tha
k,ch help is needed. Because all activities
In proprietary schools are geared toward
meeting the goal ol student placement,
personal improvement and enridunent
courses may be offered in order to give
the student more confidence when
he/she goes on job interviews.

OAnother feature that indicates
proprietary schools are in business to
meet the needs ot the student is the
flexible scheduling of course.i whidi begin
at frequent intervals. Day, evening,
and week-end courses may be si.heduled
in order to meet the time restrictions
of a working student.
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St lents do not need to wait until September
or [wary tor the new semester to begin.
Proprietary schools otter courses at
irequent intervals, usually weekly. bi-
monthk. or monthly. depending on the
course ()Hering and the demands.

OFinally, proprietary schools try to meet
students' needs hy otr'oring them financial
aid counseling. Accredited proprietary
schools can otter federal financial assistance
such as F ISL Federally insured
Student Loans), BEOG (Basic Education
Opportunity Grdnt k SLOG (Supplemental
Lour_ anon Opportunity Grant),
NEM (National Direct Student Loans),
veterans benefits, and work/study pro-
grams. As one proprietary school
administrator sard, -Students' financial
problems are our financial problemc."
This is one way of saying that
proprietary schools depend on
students' tuition to stay III business.

A Direct Link with Industry
In order to remain in close contact with
the present and future needs of industry,
proprietary schools depend heavily
on advisory boards, comprised of local
business representatives. If industry
through these representatives indcates a
particular skill is not in great a demam ,

the school adjusts its offerings
accordingly. so that placement will be
possible. Another proprietary school
administrator said, "We can't afford to have
a poor reputation. Proprietary schools must
perform. The reputation gets around that
ou are not good you will nut get 111M-0

students." Conftqring with industrial
contacts provides tor immediate
information regarding job demands.

What Are the Costs?
The disadvantage of the proprietary
schools? The student must pay for the edu-
cation. No tax money supports proprietary
schools. However. Is one educator
said, "Students tend to place more value on
those things that cost money than on those
things that are given to them.- Also, some
educators indicate that students
attending proprietary schools seem
to be more aware of the importance of
serious studying and succeeding. Costs
tot tuition at a proprietary school may r int
from a few hundred dollars fur a short
course requiring little equipment to
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several thousand dollars tor ion ,r.
complex skill training. Most students
appear to view proprietary schools as an
investment from which they can easiT,
recoup both their financial and tinie
losses through better paying job
acquired in a few months or weeks.
In contrast, students attending a
community college may require two years
before they can begin collecting
on their skill training. The proprietary
schools charge their students the lull
costs of educahon while competing with
publicly supported junior and community
colleges that otter similar education free
of charge. They survive by providing
lean and effective job training in a
relatively short period of time.
Ironically, even though the costs of
proprietary schools seem high. there
was total agreement by all educators
interviewed that such schools can produce
students with employable job skills for less
money than that presently being spent in
public education. in some instances, public
education uses and pays proprietary
schools to train their students in specific
areas, surely an acknowledgement of
the range of diverse s'h ills offered by
the private school. One public educator
said, -Yes, we use pinprietary schools.
They can do it (provide skills and
training) cheaper than we can." Some
recent research findings indicate
that cost per student per year is apt to be
only about half as much it isin public
vocational schools.
Business, industry, and the general public
must consider thc benefits of a
greater utilization of the proprietary
schools in the futore. For business and
industry, proprietary schools are able
quickly to provide trained graduates for
new and for existing labor market needs.
This fortuitous state of affairs is largely
due to the excellent articulation between
industry and industry-trained faculty.
and to the proprietary schools' raison &erre
to place most if not all their graduates
in the type of positions for which they
were trained.
For the general public, the benefiR
evident. Due to fast changing and
expanding needs for skilled workers, it
is virtually impossible for public
education to train students in every area.

The need for crimple.: and expensive
facilities, among other factoN, prohibits
such a flexible approach to skill
training; acquiring equipment to meet
these changes and demands would
place a tremendous tax butden on the
public. Presently, proprietary schools
are providing skill training in tandem
with public education. %.% ilrns (1975) re
that this type of training, while
equally valuable, is less expensive than
charging the total responsibility to
public education.
Although vocational education is a
complex and far-reaching field, current
skill training and job placement are
two major aspects that must be achieved.
Proprietary schools with their built-in
accountability factor to meet market
and student demands appear to be the ideal
partner for public vocational education.
The gap between the world of work
and the world of education must be
bridged decisively if the needs of our
future society are to be met. And the
proprietary-school educators are aware
that they must -deliver.- One
proprietary school administrator
expressed is succinctly when he said,
"We must be effective. It's the only way
we can stay in business. Because this is
a profit-making operation and because
you can't stay in business without a
product, the economics of the situation
provides pressure." In the continuing
and clear need for public education and
proprietary schools to work together,
perhaps this pressure is the common
denominator,

fled
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OLDER
ADULTS:

THE NEEDS

OF A NEW MINORITY

It may be ironic, if not paradoxical, that the emergence of a society that enables an
increasing proportion of ,v members to live more than 60 years is the same society in which
only a small proportion of those living to reach that age, or beyond, are characterized as
"wanted" or -needed participants in the productive population, that is, in the labor
force. The growing numbers of unemployed people beyond the age of 60 constitute a major
social problem in America today. Too many older Americans see themselves as unwanted and
unneeded, because their needs for such things as competence and influence are no longer
being met. Moreover, our current social policies condemn too many older Americans to a
penurious existence.
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One contributing factor to this situation appears to he the transition from yesterd,
agricultural to today's industrial economy because this shirt has been accompanied by
industry's decreasing utilization of older persons, In contrast. Sheppard (1971) suggests
that there are a disproportionately large number cg older per ons einployed within the
shrinking agricultural sector.
How old are "older- Americans? Government agencies and other concerned bodies seem to
disagree when attempting to define the perimeters of the comparative term, Department of
Labor statisticians, for example. define anyone over 45 as an "older worker. Social
Security guidelines, on the other hand, do not consider people -old- enough to receive Social
Security benefits until they reach the age of 62. For purposes of this discussion, -older"
will be defined as applying to anyone 55 years of age or over. This definition is not
entirely arbitrary: within most older worker vocational-educational programs, 55 is the mini-
mum eligibility age. It would appear that the differing definitions of who is "old" in our
society point up the senselessness of using chronological. as opposed to functional, age
classification.
Statistics show us that older Americans are growing both in number and in their proportion
to the total population. As of mid-1976. there were 23 million Americans 65 and older
(Lamb, 1976). For the year 2000 a generation trom now a figure of 29 to 33 million
Americans over 65 years of age is projected (Hermalin. 1971),
Concomitantly, the economic facts of life show chat many older Americans really need
the additional income which a job provides. Lamb (1976) asserts that Americans over 65
currently represent the fastest growing poverty group in the nation. He attributes this
situation to an inflation rate which has risen far faster than have Social Security cost-of-
living increases. Despite a 527 percent increase in Social Security payments between 1960 and
1975, government statistics show that one in six persons 65 years of age or older now lives
in poverty; only one in 10 persons under 65 years of age falls into this category (Lamb, 1976),
These figures are based upon the government's definition of poverty as an income of under
$46 a week for a single person and 557 a week for a couple.
While these statistics have a bearing upon a number of moral and social issues the increasing
proportion of impoverished older adults in the American population has enormous
economic implications for our society. A basic economic concept is the "dependency
ratio" of a given population. This is the number of nonworking or dependent, persons over
60 for every hundred employed persons between the ages of 15 and 59 (Sheppard, 1971).
As the number of retired persons in a population increases, the dependency ratio tends to
increase. When this occurs, the younger working population must dea' with the economic
issues involved in supporting a higher ratio of older dependents. Con irrently, a greater
number of older persons must somehow manage to survive on meager or inadequate
incomes.
While jobs might ease the financial plight of many, determining what appears to be the
overall -need" for older Americans is only part of a suggested solution to this unfortunate
situation7 many need training they never received, retraining of skills acquired some time
ago, and upgrading of skilk they acquired but did not put to recent use. Two and one-half
million people over age 65 are considered functionally illiterate because they have either no
formal education at all or less than five years of total schooling. Moreover, 50 percent of
older Americans have not completed eight years of elementary school (Weg, 1975).
There is evidence to support the fact that many older Amerir ins need to work (Barresi, 1974),
desire to work (Schulz, 1974; Johnson, 1972), and could benefit from vocational education
(Beard, 1961; Stevart, 1969). Thus, as an increasingly larger proportion of Americans reach
"older" status, it would appear inevitable that vocational educators should attend to these
citizens' needs and wishes.
Questions lot the Future
The demographic trends described above will doubtlessly lead to the utilization of older
workers in the American economy and this influx cannot but develop into a major policy
issue in the near future, Within this framewotk for the future, several pertinent questions
will need to be addressed, Two such rnajor issues are discussed below in some detail.
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1. To what extent will the younger workers ot toilav willingly drop out of the labor
tomorrow when they grow int j their late Os, 50's. and 60's?

Statistics indicate a positive correlation between amount of schooling and rate of participation
in the labor force. In other words we must confront the dual fact that adults with inferior
educations tend to be "eased" out of the labor force, w hile people with more schooling tend
to remain in the labor force for a greater number of years. Since currently the median
education level of the American population has been found to be rising . this relatively higher
education level of future workers may make them tend to resist mandatory retirement. An
interesting topic for sociologists, psychologists, gerontologists, economists, and for
vocational educators as well.

2. If we consider that svhile the educational level is rising, the present birth rate is
declining, to what extent will the scantier working-age population of tomorrow be
willing to pay for decent living standards of a growing retired population?

Again, in terms of today's figures, older persons constitute an increasing proportion of the
adult nonworking population. The dependency ratiO has been increasing and may well
continue to increase in the forseeable future (Killingsworth, 1970). In a period where
increasing demands for decent income rnaintenance levels for older persons will be on the rise,
(to be met primarily through Social Security taxes on the working population), there may be
resistance on the part of the working population to provide such decent income levels to
larger and larger numbers of retirees.
lt is an issue that will have to be faced in the United States, as it will in all
industrialized nations in the future. What it means is that we may be moving toward a period
in which greater efforts have to be made to reduce the unnecessary reasons for early
retirement. These attempts may have to be initiated in an effort to come to terms with
related questions: how to keep the dependency ratio at a to: irable level and whether to
make retirement more of an option on the part of each individual worker. To do both,
retirement rules would have to be coupled svith a functional diagnosis of employability
based on factors other than year of birth. How can vocational education become more
sensitive in its response? Or. more precisely, how should vocational educators be preparing
to respond to the vocational needs of older adults? The remainder of this paper will explore
some possible answers to this urgent situation.
The Changing Clientele of Vocational Education
There are a number of areas in which vocational educators can move to respond to the needs
of older adults. Today most yocational-education programs are geared to meet the needs
of youth and most vocational-education practitioners (teachers, counselors, and adrniisistra-
tors) have been trained primarily as educators of elementary-and secondary-school popula-
tions. it would seem therefore, that the vocational-educational areas of program develop-
ment and practitioner training of the future would need to include the needs of aging
adults, vocational iiducation's new clientele. Because vocational educators will have the
opportunity to be influential in making future policy decisions in this area, they might begin
by turning their attention to vocational training, curriculum, program design, research, poli-
tical action, and long-range planning to accomodate these changing needs.

Vocational training. It would appear that the first order of business is the broadening of
the vocational-education curriculum in academic institutions. This would allow for more
teaching time and training experience of future vocational educators to be centered on the
older population. Academia has much to account for. As it stands now, social and philosophical
issues relating to work and aging are largely ignored by academic vocational educators.
Further, techniques for training and retraining older workers are excluded from the univer-
sity vocational-education curriculum. "Many teachers provide models for neglect and avoid-
ance of the elderly,- reports Robert Butler, D -ector of the National Institute on Aging
(1976). This disinterest in work and aging results in students coming away from their training
perpetuating attitudes of futility arid pointlessness toward the vocational concerns of
the older adult.
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Future vocational leaders will need to develop a perspective that will guide their actions
toward a positive set of policies and programs for seniors. Unquestionably, the people who
will be most influential in the field of vocational education in future years are the present and
future graduate students in vocational education and related areas, such as adult education,
counseling, curriculum, administrative studies, and researCh. It is their training within the
university vocational-education curriculum that needs to be redesigned to include aspects of
training, retraining, counseling and job placement for seniors lt5 immediate impact will be
to alert and orient the future leaders in vocational education to the occupational status and
employment problems of older workers,

Curriculum. The following are suggested courses for inclusion in a university vocational-
education curriculum geared to defining the problems of the older worker. These starting
points for curriculum redesign consist of two theoretical courses which might serve as an
introduction to the topic and two practice-oriented courses to meet the needs of those
vocational-education practitioners planning to work with older adults-

Course :Pi: Problems of The Older Worker
(Social/Psychological Barriers to Employment)

This course would explore the external and internal forces that affect the older
worker. External factors could include population shifts, economic factors, employer
biases, biases of employment agencies, and the role of institutions in the joh-
seeking process Internal factors might consiSt of jobseeking behaviors motiva-
tional factors, and -self-concept, as well as their implications for counseling and
placement. Older woi''ers and staff members from local agencies, such as the
Employment Developmr-.Ti De;--artment, might be invited as resource persons. A
field visit t.o an older Cra:ning program should be included in the course.

Voczt.j,.,:: Gerontology
This would be t.r: or based multidisciplinary course that would bring experts
from ot!-ier voc:, orial education. The problems of the older worker could
be examii.: ror: perspectives of law, sociology, economics, psychology,
political scie:-.c philoso0.y, medicine, and so forth,.

Cove,, Trair--,g and Retraining Strategies For Older Workers
Retraining older workers requires changes in traditional methods of training in
order to adjust the in3r tution (in this case, education) to the individual. This
course would have a dual l'enas: (a) the modification of the trainer's behavior, and
(b) strategici for changir.:4 the traditionally based expectations of older adults.
Required reading would includ- 9elbin's Training Methods for Older Workers (1965)
and Problems in Adult Retraini

Course :14: Job Redt,:22 Strategies for Implementation

This course would be most effecti,,-: offered with a concurrent practicum experi-
ence. The primary focus would be on the assessment and implementation of a pro-
gram geared specifically to redesign jobs for- older workers and other groups with
spdcial needs. Interpersonal factors, :och as .-elationships with employers and per-
sonnel considerations would be ernp;iasized,

Program desigm In addition to changir university training, vocational educators should
become more involved in the creation and advertisement of older worker educational
programs. Programs designed for seniors differ somewhat from traditional vocational
programs designed 'for youth. The major emphasis is on part-time employment as the means
by which a large number of older people can share the work opportunities found and
created by the progr:m. Creative ways are sought efficiently to train several workers to
perform each full-time task. Components such as outreach, counseling, and referral are more
heavily emphasized ir, elder workers program. Such programs are designed to stimulate
social action and self--: Ip. -Seniors helping seniors" is the catchword, Despite the impact
made by the Nation:A n'incil on Aging's Senior V.'orker Action Program (1972) and similar
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demonstration programs. t he area of vocational program development tor older workers is
still in its infancy. There is a great need here for vocational educators with commitment to
seniors and expertise in program design.

Research. Very little research has been done on the numerous issues pertaining to the older
worker. For example, there is a paucity of data-based information on the following topics
the significance of work at various phases of the human life span; problems of development
and utilization of the older worker; the impact of flexible work routines: the impact of
abolition of mandatory retirement ages: mid-life career changes; the problems of the older
Working woman. Vocational educators have the research expertise to undertake examination
of these issues, in cooperation with unions, industry, and representatives of government,
such as Employment Development Departments and Area Agencies on Aging. Beside pro-
viding needed information, studies pertaining to the older worker would ultimately heighten
an awareness of this issue among vocational educators and among educators in general.

Political action. The mission of vocational educators is not only to educate people for success
in the workaday world, but also to educate the American people on current and emerging
social and vocational issues, thereby influencing the climate of opinion and facilitating
change. For this reason, it would seem that vocational educators need to continue their
involvement in the political process with respect to the concerns of older workers.
Several things might be done. Vocational educators could help push for the abolition of
mandatory retirement policies. The adoption of flexible retirement policies, emphasizing
a functional concept of age, appear to be the best approach to the determination of a fair
retirement age. Vocational educators could encourage the enactment of flexible-hours
legislation to expand the availability of less-than-full-time job opportunities. They could
also work creatively with business and industrial organizations on the development of home-
based or senior-center-based part-time employment opportunities.

eLong-range planning. Finally, vocational educators should become more involved in long-
range planning for the needs of older workers. In addition to thinking in terms of Annual
Plans and Five Year Plans, vocational educators could begin to project in terms of -25 Year
Plans" or -50 Year Plans," Demographic projections for the future are available, as are
demographic data for the present and from the past. These could be referred to in projections
of future developments in vocational education.

A Timetable for the Future

As a case in point, one could predict chronologically the future consequences of making
graduate students aware of the vocational needs and desires of seniors. This would heighten
the awareness cif other educators and would ultimately influence public opinion, It should
be kept in mind that some effects of changing the university training of vocational educators
would be detected soon after implementation whereas other effects would not make an
appreciable impact until many years later:

1975-1980: University vocatioteil-education currir_ulum is rtdesigned include vocational
gerontology topics.

1980-1984: Graduate students are stimulated to do some needed research on the employment
concerns of seniors. Researching these issues leads t 0 publications in professional
journals. This, in turn: leads to an increased emphasis on the employment prob-
lems of older workers at national and regional vocational conventions, such as
that of the American Vocational Association. More vocational educators at
places other than univrrsities become aware of the issue.

1985-2010 Many more older worker educational programs ore started, due in part to
vocational educators publicizing this unmet need and using their expertise to
secure funding. Innovative part-time employment opportunities are developed
for seniors in some public-service agencies and institutions and in some of
the more wealthy and community-conscious private corporations. At the same
time, the popular press carries more articles about older workers' educational
programs. The press also features articles dealing with the problems of private
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retirement systems and the Social Securit .vstem. With inure older people in the
population, public opinion begins to change.
Vocational educators are influential in the mus iiiicnt to make mandatory retire-
ment policies illegal, At this point in tiin e. hu ser the effort fails on a national
level. Nevertheless, the states of California, Florida. New' York and Pennsylvania
enact flexible-retirement and flt_xible-hours statutes. (These tour states aecount
for approximately one-fourth ot the older population in America at the present
time.) (Weg, 1975).

2010-2030: The -post-World W'ar Two baby boon, generation, those individuals born between
1944 and 1956 reach retirement age. -fhis is an articulate well-educated genera-
tion . . a generation that influenced social change in its youth, during the
campus upheavals of the 1960's.

According to historian William Chafe (1974). three conditions are necessary for a protest
movement to occur: a point of view around which to organize: a positive response by at
least part of the aggrieved group; and a social atmosphere conducive to .-eform. In the
first three decades of the 21st century, these necessary components might well be met. Thus,
the situation as we know it today would change dramatically and the vocational needs
and desires of seniors would be considered and taken into account.
But before we get carried away by our enthusiasm, it is important to keep in oond that no
protest movement springs up overnight, as Athena sprang full-grown from Zeus's forehead.
Instead, conditions conducive to protest build up as if on a continuum: public opinion
becomes conducive to reform, and individuals develop an awareness of their grievances_ To-
day, in 1977, the social atmosphere is already beginning to change. Congress has recently
passed the Life-long Learning Act (P.L. 94-482), which further legitimizes the right of all
Americans to continue their education throughout their lives. Moreover, some enlightened
vocational educators are interested in jobs for seniors and more older worker training
programs are in existence. The critical elernent for professional vocational educators
centers around the interpretation of needs growing out of these trends_
In the future, it is hoped that older adults will have increased opportunities to benefit from
vocational education and meaningful employment. According to Barlow and Allen (1974), the
most crucial" of all principles which guide vocational education is that

vocational education should be open to all students regardless of race, color, sex,
age, political persuasion, religion, or national origin. (Italics added)

It is time for vocational educators to respond to the needs of older adults as they have to the
needs of youth. Vocational educators must become aware of the need to move toward the
development of work flexibility over the total lifespan (Havighurst, 1969). Only in so
doing will our nation utilize all of its human resources and assure a full and productive life
for all citizens.
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EDUCATION

PROGRAMS

WITH FORMATIVE EVALUATION

Jeffrey S Davies

It would appear that if we are to plan
improved vocational-education
programs in the future, we must better
understand the strengths and
weaknesses of current programs.
Evaluation technology offers a valuable
tool to help us put present
programs into clearer focus. Indeed, using
formative-evaluation techniques to
pinpoint the assets and the problem areas

of ongoing programs will give vocational
educators the ability to build on the
programs' strengths and reduce the weak-
nesses. At this time, when so many new
programs have been initiated. new
approaches have been introduced, and alter-
native school and skill acquisition
practices are being presented, evaluation
may be viewed as an important element
to help vocational education
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look forward to a new generation of high-
quality programs.
A Definition
The Center for the Study of Evaluation at
UCLA has developed a five-stage
evaluation framework. The Center frame-
work defines evaluation as the
process of determining the kinds of
decisions that have to be made; selecting,
collecting, and analyzing information
needed in making these decisions; and
then reporting this information
to appropriate decision makers.
Essen6ally, evaluation provides
infoFenation to determine the strengths and
weaknesses of a program at different
phases of the program and thus enables
decision makers to determine the need to
modify, to retain, or to discontinue
a program.
The five stages of evaluation as developed
by the evaluation center at UCLA
include (1) needs assessment. which
provides information about how effectively
an existing education program is
meeting its goals and objectives; (2)
program planning, which provides
information about procedures for deve-
loping new programs or locating and
selecting among available programs
and structuring an evaluation component
in the written program plan; (3) imple-
mentation evaluation, which provides
information concerning the extent to which
procedures detailed in the program
plan are actually operationalized as
planned; (4) progress evaluation, which
provides information while the program
is ongoing about the extent to which
program procedures are generating
the desired gains in student progress; and
(5) outcome evaluation, which provides
information that will enable decision
makers to reach a valid and well-informed
determination about the final success of
the total program.
This paper is concerned with those
phases of evaluation that hold the most
promise for identifying the strengths
and weaknesses of current vocational-
education programs for future planning
purposes: implementation and progress
evaluation. Separate, but closely

related, these phases constitute the
formative evaluation aspect of the total
evaluation framework. We will look
at formative evaluation as an entity.
We will also consider the similarities and
distinctions between the two stages
comprising formative evaluation and
compare them in terms of their utility to
data-based program revision and docu-
mentation (Fink, Davies, & Klein, 1976).
Why Formative Evaluation for
Vocational Education?
Formative evaluation is especially useful
in considering the future of vocational-
education programs because the collection
and analysis of the data are conducted
while the program is ongoing.
Formative evaluation span the entire
life of the educational program,
from ordering materials, conducting
training sessions,and arranging facilities
to the final instructional sequence.
The evaluative information is com-
municated to the program personnel to
enable them to monitor and improve the
program; thus, the success of a
formative evaluation depends, to a large
extent, on the timeliness of the information
collected lf, during the course of doing
a formative evaluation on a vocational-
education program, adverse side effects
are noted, action can be taken to define
and correct the problem(s); if unplanned,
but positive outcomes are found,
perhaps they can be formally incorporated
into the program plan and thereby ensure
they will continue to occur. In all cases,
recommendations can be developed for
program improvement as a consequence
of formative evaluation.
Unfortunately, the research literature
on this type of evaluation in vocational
education provides few examples. Although
the Vocational Education Act of 1976
mandates periodic evaluations, there
appears to be a lack of clear understanding
as to what kind of evaluation is called for.
Weiss.(1973), reporting on a study by
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Columbia University's Bureau of
Applied Social Research of 10 applied
research projects, found that when

administrators expected 'formative'
evaluation to aid ongoing program
development and evaluators designed
'summative' (outcome) studies to render
judgment on the program after its con-
dusion, administrators lost interest and
withdrew support. (Emphasis this
author's).

Indeed, the evaluations that have
been produced as a result of the
Vocational Education Act may be
generally characterized as outcome
(or summative) evaluations which as
described earlier, provide a final
judgment on the overall success of a
completed program rather than an assess-
ment of a program in operation. Among
the few vocational-education evaluation
reports available for study is an outcome
evaluation written by Heinkel and Tepedino
(1972). Their report provides a prime
example of the importance of the timing
of the evaluation procedure: in their
study of a marine technology program. they
found a wide gap between industry's needs
and the number of students enrolled in
the marine technology education
program. But outcome evaluation is done
at the end of a program, and thus, the
report came too late to point out
this discrepancy, and too late to have
students select alternate courses of study.
Such is the nature of many outcome/
summative evaluations.
Formative Evaluation: Implementation
evaluation
An implementation evaluation is
conducted to determine the degree to which
procedures specified in the program
plan are being followed as planned. The
data collected may be used for two
purposes: program documentation and
program modification.
Documentation of a program by keeping a
historical record of information is useful
for future replications of the program. Thus,
a project can benefit from the past trials
of a program.

Program modification is equally important.
Suppose, for example, that an imple-
mentation evaluation is conducted
during the first month of a new program
and it is discovered that several
(lasses have not been able to
use a wood lathe due to a mechanical
breakdown, This type of information may
lead to a program modification, e.g., a
change in the curriculum sequence to
include work with the lathe at the end
of the course.

If outcome evaluation a far more
prevalent type of evaluation had been
performed at the conclusion of the program
cited above, it would merely have
indicated that students had not achieved
minimum standards in learning the
operation of a lathe, not why this
situation occurred. Although this exa ple
seems to present a simple problem
and an obvious solution, it is just this
type of systematic and ongoing evaluation
information collection that can pinpoint
problem areas and thereby prevent large-
scale program.failures.
Assessment measures. Implementation
evaluations are usually conducted by using
three sources of information: observations,
interviews, and reeords. Great care must
be taken to ensure that the data-
collection instruments are both valid and
reliable. Considerations such as
timeliness and cost-effectiveness may
guide the evaluator in the selection of
data-collection methods. The information
for decision making muo be ready
when needed if a program is to be
modified in its formative stages.
Assessment schedule. As indicated
earlier, the schedule for implementation
evaluations should be written into the
program plan; it should consist of at
least three implementation evaluations to
he conducted during a program.
The first evaluation should occur prior to
the first day of student in, truction. This
implementation evalu.. might focus on
such events as teacher orientation to the
project, distribution of classroom
supplies, and student assignments to
classes. The second implementation evalua-
tion should take place shortly after the
inception of instruction, after a classroom
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routine has been established. This
may occur in the third or fourth week of
instruction. Any significant
discrepancies between actual classroom
practices and the procedures

ecified in the program plan should be
iscdvered and reported as early

as possible in the program. The third
implementation evaluation may take
place some time later, depending on the
length of the program. This type of
evaluation scheduling provides a
check that the program procedures are
actually being carried out as planned.
Formative Evaluation: Progress evaluation
A progress evaluation is conducted to
provide information about the degree to
which a program is achieving its
prespecified objectives. Like implementa-
tion evaluation, progress evaluation may
be conducted for program documentation
and program modification purposes. How-
ever, progress evaluations are usually
scheduled for the end of each unit of
study within a course, and thus provide a
record of how the program is proceeding
toward its objectives. If problems are
found, an implementation evaluation
might be called for using data obtained
during the progress evaluation. For
example, if students at one school are
consistently achieving higher scores
on tests than students at another school,
these progress data might prompt an
implementation evaluation to determine
what procedures, if any, are causing the
difference. It is important that the
results of the tests required for progress
evaluation within a classroom are not
used to grade the students nor used as a
basis for judging student capabilities; the
tasks required by the administration
of these tests should be viewed as a valu-
able component of the learning process
as well as a source of feedback for the
teacher and quality control for the
planning of future units of the course
Briefly then, where implementation
evaluations tend to focus on process
activities, progress evaluations tend to
focus on interim student performances.

Assessment measures. Many different
measurement techniques are appropriate
for progress evaluations. Selected
response tests include true-false, matching,
or multiple choice. Constructed response
tests include essay, short answer,
and completion. There are, in effect,
a multitude of additional measurement
techniques: performance tests and
tasks, records, checklists, interviews, and
observations Selection of the appropriate
progress-evaluation instrument should be
based on a number of factors. Among these
me the prima_ry requirement that the
results of the instrument whether built
by evaluation staff or bought from
a commercial firm assist in answering
the pertinent evaluation questions.
Indeed, it should be remembered that
their answers require meaningful data
and therefore only those data that may be
meaningful in terms of possible program
improvement should be collected.
Consideration should be given to the type
of data needed by the decision maker,
the cost of the data collection, the
reliability and validity estimates, the unit
of analysis, and most of all, to the potential
audience of the evaluation report.
Some examples

To illustrate the differing concepts of
implementation and progress evaluations
and the appropriate use of each,
three examples are given below. They sug-
gest the need for formative-eydluation
procedures that are sensitive to the many
variables operating in ongoing
vocational-education programs.
Case Example 41: Progress evaluation
A new Distributive Education program was
installed in Hamilton High School in
September. A progress evaluation was
scheduled for the end of the first unit in
October. The criterion-referenced, multiple-
choice achievement test results indicated
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that students averaged 80 percent
correct responses on the first objective but
only 60 percent on the second objective,
dealing with principles of product display
in a show case. Subsequent interviews with
the teacher revealed that many students
had missed class sessions due to frequent
football pep rallies and assemblies. The
principal rescheduled these rallies
and assemblies during the noon lunch hour.
Case Example #2: Implementation
evaluation
The Vocational Guidance and Counseling
Project was designed to help provide
students with information about various
occupations. An implementation evalua-
tion conducted during the sixth
month of the program revealed that
counselors were not following procedures
outlined in the program plan. A classroom
observation report explained that the SRA
kits were missing some components, the
career film loops were broken. cassettes
bearing occupational information were
inaudible, and the vocational guidance
films were badly scratched. When
interviewed, several teachers pointed out
the poor condition of the instructional
materials and justified their-life of sub-
stituting various books and lectures not
included in the program plan. When
appraised of the situation, the project
director secured funding for the purchase
of replacement equipment.
Case Example #3: Progress eva/uation
Preliminary progress data collected in'a
new Agricultural Education program
were disappointing. In a performance
test, students had been unable to
perform maintenance operations on a
farm tractor. A check of school records
disclosed that the test had been conducted
on a make and model of tractor different
from the one on which the students had
practiced. In a committee meeting with
the project director and agricultural
education teachers, it was agreed that
students should practice on several
different types of tractors, if possible. and
that test situations should be consistent
with practice sessions.

In summai close_attention to the strengths
and weaknesses of currently operating
vocational-education _programs will pay off
when planning new, improved programs.
To help shape future vocational-education
programs, more implementation and
progress studies need to be_conducted
on present pogroms. Specific information
is required for long-term planning and
formative evaluations have been designed to
meet this need for specificity.
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CONFLICT IN CALIFORNIA
CAUSAL
FACTORS
AND
A PROPOSAL
TO REDUCE
ITS INTENSITY

Lewis R. Tarbox

The Issue
Over the past few years, there appears

to be taking place in California a visible
sharpening of the traditional conflict
between the various segments
presently competing for the limited
resources being allocated to education
by county, state, and federal resources:
the four-year schools, the community
colleges, the regional occupation centers
and programs, and the regular K 12
system. If the four-year schools are
separated into two subsystems, i.e., the
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University of California and the
state university/college system, there are
actually five levels. In addition, within each
segment, there are special interest
groups that also compete for funds. A
matter of primary consideration to
thc t. involved in vocational education is
the ,fication of this conflict,
pan it concerns the schism that
contii exist between academic and
vocatiol -ofessionals and personnel.
Within c, tf these groups function



many other subgroups, each lobbying for a
special interest. Within the vocational-
education groups, special attention is being
paid to the duplication by the various
educational delivery systems in providing
vocational courses to the public. It is
this area of vocational education this

L=DUCATION:
paper will discuss in an attempt to shed
some light on the conflict within the
California educational comMunity.
The Intensification of the Conflict
The five-percent cap. In his 1975-76
budget, Governor Brown of California
imposed a five-percent growth cap upon
all educational institutions and agencies.
In the past, educational institutions
had prepared their budgets based on
average daily attendance (ADA) forecasts
of the next year. For the fiscal
year 1975-76, administrators and
school boards had followed the usual
procedure of beginning their budget process
in the late fall of the preceding year.
This customary timeline enabled them to be
ready for public hearings in the early
summer and for the finalizing of all
proposed budgets in the month of August.
But in June, 1975, without warning,
the legislature passed the state budget
which included the five percent cap. It
came too late for the adjustment of
budget proposals to reflect the cap.
But the effect of the cap was unequivocal:
no program requiring state assistance
was to increase by more than five percent
of its funding for the preceding year,
unless of course, the local districts
wanted to absorb the extra cost out of
local funds. Thus, when the state
legislature accepted the proposal, a
principle of educational finance in California
changed dramatically almost
overnight. At the same time, the change
required all who determine educational
budgets to re-order their priorities
and budgeting processes. Indeed, the
governor requested the contiriVation of the
five-percent growth cap for another year.
Thus, the effect of the squeeze placed upon
local funds was to be continued.

Now Perspec-tives
In

Vocationai Education

The response of administrators and
school boards to the cap was predictable.
Programs were cut where possible and in
some cases, staff was reduced. At the
present time, as new budgets are being
prepared, it is clear that resources
are being allocated to those groups who
have the strongest voice in the affairs of
the particular district at the particular
moment. Inevitably, the imposition of the
growth restraint has resulted in
intensified competition for scarcer
resources within the educational
community ... and the allocations are
not always made in the best interests of
one of the critical participants in the
educational process: the student.
Similarly, competition and tension
within the California educational
community has increased with the
passage of AB1821 (Montoya). Section 1
of this bill establishes regional adult
and vocational-educational councils
composed of representatives of local
educational agencies. The function of
these councils is to review and make
recommendations on vocational-adult-
and continuing-education courses. The bill
also seeks to prevent unnecessary
duplications within the various regions
set up under its specifications. In
October, 1975, hearings were held
throughout the state. It is no secret that the
hearings, particularly those in Los
Angeles, generated heated discussions
when formal presentations were made by
spokesmen for the various segments
of the educational community. Widely
discussed during the hearings was the
level of state funding and the degree of
control exacted by the state for that
support. It was found that if the typical
level of state funding for educational
units in California is approximately 30
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percent (with 10 percent federal and 60
percent local funds), the state appears
to want to exert 51 percent control for its
30 percent support while the federal
government appears to expect
educational programs to follow their
guidelines, (See "What is this
RAVE in Vocational Education" elsewhere
in this journal).
But, where competition for funds
increased, the old academic/vocational
education conflict emerged with renewed
vigor. Indeed, the five percent limiting
of funds set off a host of reactions,
particularly by special-interest groups who
clamored for their fair share by
questioning the validity of existing
educational goals and objectives.
Indeed, there are times the basic
purposes of educational institutions
must become subject to new
interpretations. In California, where
existing ADA formulas have dictated
state support, statements broadening
the appeal of the institutions were
added, thereby gaining additional ADA
and thus, increased state support
Most schools and colleges hewed pretty
closely to worthwhile student objectives,
students needs and most particularly
to academic teaching and the pursuit of
excellence, but in some instances,
appeals and inducements were added to
the point of overriding what some would
consider to be the legitimate purposes of
educational institutions.
For example, a position paper presented
by Richard Reed at Barstow College
(1975) told of one small college
in California that did take another look at
its educational mission. At
that one small college, the philo-
sophy of the college took into considera-
tion the diversified character of potential
or actual students, the nonacademic
occupational or career goals compatible
with a college program, the necessity for
good citizenship, and the existence of
significant differences of opinion concerning

at other educational programs should
be included in the curriculum. Dr. Reeb
reported, "The result was a rather untidy but
not indefensible collection of goals
which persons of both academic and
vocational bent could live with." He

clearly indicated that he felt the philosophy
or a college should balance the
primary academic objectives with
the secondary nonacadernic objectives.
Similarly, I would like to suggest that there
need not be a polarization between the
academic and nonacademic programs in
education. Although there are many
instances of this kind of conflict, they
indicate nothing so much as a fear that
academic programs may be threatened by
vocational-education programs. Indeed,
such attitudes have been successful in
affecting the skewness academically
oriented personnel may desire; supporting
figures may be found in the California
Advisory Council on Vocational
Education Report for 1974-75 (p. 5).
This report indicates that, while
occupational programs have been growing
with enrollments up over 34 percent and
vocational instruction being offered in
over 300 fields, there is nevertheless
greater emphasis on the college
preparatory track by both counseling and
guidance staff. But don't those in education
of the so-called academic bent take their
courses in the hope that they will be able
to find positions utilizing the skills
learned in their courses? While these
people do not take vocational programs
as such, aren't they nevertheless seeking
education that will lead to employment?
Is this not seeking education for employ-
ment skills? And is this not the same
objective as that of the machinist, the
accountant, or the laboratory technician
who goes to school or college? There can
be no argument that all courses eventually
lead to vocational goals for most
students (although some may
be seeking recreational or other
pursuits) and that these goals are the
overriding objective of our educational
programs. J. K. Little (1971) indicates
that schools should be open to all and
serve purposes as broad as the range
of human vocations and avocations,
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providing educational opportunities in
which students may participate throughout
their lives. The critical issues, then,
really is whether the curriculum meets the
needs of students in satisfying their career
objectives. Surely, reaching these
objectives is why they came to school. And
just as surely, if their needs are not
met, they are likely to act as consumers
do in any free society; they will seek to
satisfy their needs utilizing other
delivery systems.

Three Options
Tip do nothing. There are probably as
many solutions to solving conflicts
within the educational community on the
state and local levels as there are
individuals willing to recognize --
conflict. However, because all possible
solutions must take into account that
most of the conflict is caused by a
shortage of resources to conduct viable
educational programs, those solutions
that are either impractical or impose
added costs cannot be considered. But
since there are only three directions in
which one can go: stand still, advance,
or retreat, it might be worth noting
that the factors of impracticality and
costs are the very deterrents quoted by some
administrators and school-board members
for not doing anything at all. This status-
quo attitude seems to derive from the
traditional bureaucratic position that to
act is useless, because problems come and
go, and ovei rime, are replaced by other
problems. To act upon some of these
problems, therefore, stirs up a
hornet's nest of additional problems all
costing money and much effort, while it
really makes littie difference which
problems are solved, or whether an
attempt is made to solve them at all.
These do-nothing administrators appear
to feel they serve effectively if they plan
over a long period of time. It
must be admitted there is some justifica-
tion for this attitude, for as
innovations such as AB1821 or the_five-
percent cap are imposed upon the educa-
tional community forces do spring up and
go to work to change them.?

Still, the "don't rock-the-boat- attitude
presents some inherent dangers, particularly
where the innovations might turn out not
to be passing fads. For example, while
moves are aiready being mane to change
AB1821, the concept of regional
councils of some kind to monitor the
duplication of programs may well be made
a part of all or any new legislation.
But what may occur with respect to one
-change- may not for another; many bills
other than AB1821 have not carried this
impact of -change" over an almost
universal spectrum. Thus, standing still
might well be effective for most
ongoing programs, for when old programs
are changed, there will be attendant
needs to accomodate these changes. The
"art- now appears to imply the ability
to distinguish between innovations that will
be standardized and those that will
disappear after a short time. In clear
reference to today's problems, it might
mean that to do nothing at the present
might be a positive action.
To effect change. If change is to be effected,
however, the likely way to go about it
is to revamp the budgeting process. This is
particularly true in the area of future
planning. Long-range planning has been a
part of business and industry as well as
education for a long time, but business
seems to have done a better job of
responding to it in their budgeting processes.
Indeed, business and industry indices show
that the most successful profit-making
institutions are those that have.
adjusted their goals and objectives
as conditions changed. It would therefore
be reasonable to assume that a similar
response would be beneficial to
education as well. Within the range of
control mechanisms, a developed budget
is one of the most effective tools
administrators have at their disposal. But
they must be used. Koontz and O'Donnell
(1972) list five basic kinds of budgets:

Revenue and expense budgets
Time, space, material, and product
budgets
Capital and expenditure budgcts
Cash budgets
Balance sheet or Position statement
budgets
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These kinds of budgets used by the
business world can be modified to fit
educational institutions, and some have.
in fact, been effectively used by educators.
At most institutions, it is not the budget
that is at fault, it is the budgeting
process. Generally the process is the
same: it starts out with the distribution
of budget forms to department heads.
This request to submit a budget assumes
the administrator is able to determine
what the department will be needing
the following year: little or no
mention is made of needs beyond the next
year. When all departments forms are
filled in, they are combined into a master
budget, which is then adjusted for available
resources. These adjustments are usually
of an arbitrary nature, frequently made
in the form of A Set percentage reduction
or achieved by the cutting of specific
requests felt by administrators to be "less
essential" or not necessary."
This budgeting process, as practised within
most educational institutions, seems
backward in orientation. Budgeting for
nonprofit-making Organizations, in contrast
to commercial enterprises, cannot be
based upon projected sales since
there are no estimated revenues and no
product requirements from which to
develop the other necessary budgets. For
nonprofit organizations, then, budgeting
should start with the programs and services
the institution will render; programs and
seMces that are dictated by predetermined
institutional goals and objectives_
For educational institu -ms, the critical
factor is projected enro -nent both in the
short and the long-run nine t rames.
Within this framework, goals and
objectives must be determined upon
consideration of elements such as student
needs and desires, community needs,
and state and federal guidelines. Student
needs in particular must be seriously
considered; if they .-.re not, students will find
institutions that do give them careful
attention_ Once priorities have been
established, programs can be adjusted to
available resources_

The key to this budgetieg process seems
to be not only the establishment of
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goals and objectives that s,tisfy
student and comnlunity needs, but also the
communication of such needs to those
most directly concerned. It would seem
that priorities for budgeting purposes
can be set up in this fashion and that
institutional short and long-range plans can
be accomodated while including the guide-
lines set by state and federal legislation.
Thus, the master plan should include goals,
objectives, and priorities, and all available
local, state, and federal resources can be
brought into play to solye local educational
problems_ A vivid illustration of this
method of planning is provided by the
Northern California Program Develop-
ment Center, at Chico, California, The
Chico Center is based upon a three-phase
program;

1. The ranking of educational goals
by the educators, the community being
served, and the students of the institution.

2. The evaluation and assessment of
how well current programs are meeting
the goals,

3. The development by Jie staff of
program-level performance objectives to
aicehticive the goals it they are not now being

The three phases are scheduled to be com-
pleted over a gien time frame; this period
may be not less less kin six-monthsbut
may last over two years. Significantly.'
the commission on educational planning of
Phi Delta Kappa distributes the Chico
Center program as a model for community-
-Ind professional involvement. What it
shows is that once goals and
objectives have been d6termined and
priorities established, it is possible to
develop budgets reflecting student needs
and desires.

Conflict should decrease as the
levels of communication and understanding
between those involved in
education increase. Since the specific
budgeting process an educational institu-
Bee) selects does reflect the perspectives
and attitudes of the personalities
concerned, it would seem that everyone will
want to give his/her best efforts.
Though the job may not be accomplished
perfectly at first, experience will permit
refining the process until the budget
arrived-at will reflect all factors and change
is indeed effected,



To cut back. The third way to deal with
the conflict is to cut back staff and
programs in immediate response to
the pressures. This has appeal for the
near-term, squeezed-upon funds. Cutting
back responds to the pressing problem
of restricted growth and nonproliferation of
programs designed to attract student ADA
under the previous financing methods.
It reiieves the pressures being placed
upon local funds. But it also creates other
voblems, such as the troublesome
que. tions of whose programs should be cut,
and w:.ich teacher can be released
withoot disrupting the continuing programs
3 the institution. In addition, tenure
taws and the new collective-bargaining
law must be considered, particularly since
there nxists a surplus of teachers and
mos; of those currently working have

It would be difficult, if not
in.:.osTible, to dismiss a currently

oloved teacher. At California
c:;--smunity colleges, even part-time
teachers can gain tenure. Thus, while
programs may be cut, these and other
factors could keep the expenditures of
funds at or near the same level as before
with only the number of course offerings
being restricted. Once again, it is the
student who is the real loser if cutting
back is the way selected to deal with the
problems.
Fixed, variable, and semi-variable costs
Most educational writers have recognized
that "fixed budgets" are markedly unsatis-
factory in today's changing environment.
We have all experienced where
technological changes have made programs
obsolete almost overnight and legislative
acts have changed the ground rules as
quickly as the stroke of a governor's pen. In
order to respond to these fluctuations,
accountants have suggested education
analyze all of its costs and break them down
into fixed, variable, and semi-variable costs.
Experts then would use sophisticated
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methods to separ-ate variable and fixed
cost out of the semi-variable costs. Using
P E R 1, probability analysis, and computers,
these experts would be able to project
budgets at various levels of enrollment
and financing. Indeed, for those
institutions that have the expertise and
equipment available, this method is
feasible. However, such a system does not
appear appropriate for those schools and
college districts in California that are
smaller and have limited resources and
facilities. For those, let us turn to
business and industry once more for a
model. Small organizations prepare budgets
for at least three levels of operations,
(1) the most optimistic, (2) the least
optimistic, and (3) the most probable
level. In many educational organizations,
once the regular (or most probable) level
budget has been prepared, it would not
be difficult, borrowing the fixed/variable
costs concept of the business world, to
prepare the other level budgets. If
education were to use multilevel budgets,
it would be possible to act positively
upon changes in the environment, such as
AB1821 or the five-percent cap. But in any
case, the budget can be based upon a
preconceived plan developed according
to goals and objectives prioritized by
those most concerned with the programs.
Certainly, such a step will take most of
the surprises out of the system and reduce
the level of intensity of conflict within
the educational community. In
California education, emphasis can then be
placed where it belongs: upon viable pro-
grams that meet the needs and
desires of the students and the communities
in which they do and will live and work.

Footnotes
At the hearings of the Assembly Select
Sub-Committee on Education at Los
Angeles in October, 1975, a further illustra-
tion of the emotional dialogue that took
place was an overheard comment from a
participant: -Those who shout the loudest
in an argument usually have the weakest
position to support or defend." Most parti-
cipants seemed to agree that the multiplicity
of delivery systems we now have is
ineffective and only creates the potential for
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-duplication and waste of resources, Dr.
Walter Garcia, President of the Rio
Hondo Community College District and the
1974-75 President of the California
Community and junior College Associa-
tion, expressed the belief that the
regional occupational centers and
programs should be combined with the
various high-school and community-
college districts in which they are located.
He also suggested that there should be
a delineation of functicThs and
responsibility for adult and continuing
education. He further indicated that
there had been an average increase in
1975 of 10 percent in ADA statewide in
community-college enrollments, a clear
indication of how the 5 per cent cap was
hurting. Generally, the conflict-split
appeared to be on three levels, the high
schools, the R 0 C's and the R 0 P's
and Community Colleges, with all three
segments being critical of the other.
2As this paper was being prepared,
the state legislature passed 551641
and AB2790 which effectively removed
the five-percent cap and the defined
adult category in state support for
financing adult courses at lower levels
than the under-21 age categories at
community colleges. There were also
additional court decisions that had an
effect upon the equalization of local
taxes for school support, one of which
was a California Supreme Court decision
reaffirming the earlier Serrano ruling
declaring present California property tax
laws supporting schools unconstitutional
because of unequal local support levels.
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Maureen F. Jensen

One of th,-: features of this bicentennial
year has.bec 1 the time perspective
it has offerci to reflect upon some of the
ways our hei:tage has led us into the
present. It also has given us pause to con-
sider some of the directions we might
take for the future_ For vocational
education, this dual focus translates into
looking at an interrelated concept, the
changing relationship between vocational
education and the workplace. Workplace
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is here defined to include all industry
as well as labor, agriculture,
manufacturing plants. offices, stores.
and giant corporations.
In vocational education. we hae roiecti
our efforts into o single thrust oncentrated
exclusively upon the school. Participation
by the workplace to date has mostiv
been confined to ettorts made within
the school framework. Traditionally.
workplace involvement consists ot suc h
school-oriented .activmes as providing
jobs for students who need work experien, e
to graduate, of supplying classroom
equipmentmaterials, speak is. grants,
funds, scholarships, ot organizing or
agreeing to fieldtrips, and ot a limited
participation in school matters. as ady isor
council members.
Efforts by the schools themselves have been
no more innovative, ,,Xssistance sought Li,
the schools consists principally Of input
from PTA organizations. involvement of
volunteers both in classroom and
extracurricular activities, and of
service by parents and staff on committees.
Clearly, the vocational horizons need to
be expanded and nontraditional roles
for workplace involvement in educational
programs explored. This paper will
address itself to the umbilicus that
should be established in order to ,1
business-industry citizenship.
Burt 0970) discussed the evolving so al
conscience ot business. f ie reported that
this concept seemed to hose led to a min)
of workplaco-oducation participatory
programs manifestly established to help
eradicate such prev,dent social ills as
poverty, unemployment. discrimination,
poor and irrelevant public educationind
waste of resources. Still, while workplace
social consciousness Wd5 not a new
phenomenon and occasional efforts
essayed over a period 01 years, Burt
suggested that preoccupation with dis-
advantaged minorities produr ed the first
major concerted efforts in an attempt
to deal constructively with problems
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related to tfir recruitment, employment
and training ot these minorities. Ho .it4ued
convincingly:

The lessons indust y has learned trorn
its participation in the kViar nil
Poverty and other manpower develop-
ment programs has «am inced
meat numbers of employers
that the hest v.. ay Mr this couturv to
disengage [kelt trom permanent
program ot remedial education and
vocational training in their shops and

>ttmc 15 10 beCtmio direvtly involved
in improving public education. to. 155)

Burt also took note of the two underlying
assumptions that stimulated many
v,orkplaces to bec ome involved
proving vocational education:
-doublt: and the shortage ot
entry-level sliiikrti employees. He defined
-double taxation.' aS the burden cart led
by industrial and-iganizatton leaders,
whois citizens, pay for public-school
troining and as employers. have to pay
again tor remedial on-the-job programs.
Beall (1976) reports that in a 1971
Senate speech he had found the federal
government to be investing approximately
one dollar in remedial manpower
programs tor every dollar invested it)
preventive vocational edutalion rive
years and no improvement later, perhaps
it is ume tor us to reorder our priorities.
A system this noticeably ineffective
would require both prom-oriented
employers and overtaxed citizens to wel-
come an attempt at change it is clear that
the road to improvement IS to involve all
concerned in vocanonal-education
progh.iins.

A mutual recognition mit th_e benents in-
herent in cooperative efforts between
education and the workplace do of course
antedatelhe 1960s. As early as the
initial quarter ot the century, the tirst
vocanonal-educonon lvgidation Wds
enacted with the Smith-liughes Act ot
1917. Barlow (1976) reports that some years
before, the American Federation of
Tabor had presented a case for vocational
education at its Toronto convention. In
1909, the young labor federation had proved
conclusively to the investigating
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committee and to the interest ot htisiiirss
organizations. boards ot trade, other
labor organizations, and educators 01,
their recognition of demands tor indusnial
eduCation waS based on the real need
to find an alternative within the
educational system to the old apreiltire
ship system. In addition, before
Smith-Hughes passed, repml
delivered to the U.S. House of
Representatives defining the three sr
of manpower waste. i.e., the involuntarily
idle, the imperket1), employed. and the
improperly employed. The report indicated
that these categories of the workforce must
be eliminated before increased
production could begin. The involvement ot
industry representative,. had been
clearly established with the passing 01 those
early federal laws. Their function was
defined as of then: to advise, direct.
evaluate, and assist in the conduct of
vocational7education programs. But the issue
has never been that simple.
If we recognize that there is nothing
new in the concept ot :::itiating a meaning-
ful industry-education relationship. it is

noteworthy that industry appears to be
increasingly encouraging relationships it
opposes when educators initiate
laws mandating similar objectives. A
related study (1968) done by
the National Industrial Conference Board
found that, during the late 60's, business
interest in public aftairs had increased
significantly for the 1,000 companies
surveyed. A majority of the compani
studied indicated their concern for
socioeconomic problems and their
actions contributing to the resolution ot
those problems were described. In addition.
the study found that 69 percent ot the
1,000 organizational respondents
expressed concern for the impro ment
of work/career opportunities for
minority groups,

Indeed. during the LiSt
industry involvement was widc -Joad ni
such programs a, manpower development
and training programs, job corps
programs, advisory committees to
opportunities indostrializatirm centers,
community action agencies, concentrated
emplw.ment programs. urban coalition. the
National Alliance k)I Bwanessinen, and
many others. The major impact ot these

igrams has LIS vet tO Ie tullv assessed.
floa,c%et, tho list ot anticipating
workplaces numbeied in iho thousands at
all recognized this anticipation as
need to involve their organizations in
educational programs. The insights thus
gained by industry regarding basic
vocatIonat-education noeds as Well as
the more general problems ot schools
may well help explain why today, industry
continues to initiate cooperative
relationships with education.

the same time. partly because of this
increased involvement, industry seems
to have become more aware of school
tailures. A major criticism directed at
school administrators concerns their
unwillingness to accept advice and
assistance offered by industry,
particularly tor those programs educators
have attempted to make relevant
to the needs of the target population as well
as to industry's needs for skilled employees.
Former head of USOF Terrel Bell (1976)
suggests that vocational education has had
to change more than other areas of
education beccuse it must deal with the
demands and trends of the labor market
which fluctuate constantly. Continual
attempts Must be made to incorporate
technological and industrial innovation
into new or existing programs. In addition,
Commissioner Bell points out that
vocational education is also responsible
for augmenting basic cognitive skills so
that workers will be able to go beyond
entry-level jobs. He reports that
career awareness and an improved
understanding of a variety of work
environments "may assume greater
importance than it now holds.- Dr. Bell
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also feels that. "more thai ever
before. vocational e(li_Walloll s ill t.-c\I Ild
its collaborative activities to encourage
youth to stay in school ond continue their
education.- (p. 10) Fie toresees nhire
extensive cooperation with other
institutions, such ds indu-stry, business,
and the home. and suggests, "employers
will share more ot the burden wink_ Ii has
been placed on education to oftect
social change, including social mobility
and equny.- p 10) indeed, industrv
awareness of the schools' inability to
effect the changes needed to meet current
needs has led to the emergence of company-
owned and run vocational schools such as
Westinghouse. North American Rockwell,
Ryder, Philco-lord, and others. Inese
corporation-run schools are in addition
to the traditional private vocational
schools.

But as more drid niore Segments ot the VOrk=
place are participating increasingly in
educational programs, there remains a
nagging conviction that our schools have
served well only a comparatively
small percentage o( the population and
have offered the majority a mediocre
education. Burt and Sinner c1968) report
that we have not dealt ettectively with
a sizeable number of students who are
competitively disadvantaged entering
the mainstream of our economy.
In answer to this concern workplaces
have committed themselves to
educational-involvement programs to a
greater extent and with a uniqueness
never below manifested. Many
companies,including Aetna Life and
Casualty, Iowa Power and Light, and
the Chrysler Corporation have adopted
schools. This method of educational
involvement fosters assistance for
vocational progiams a wholc., including
student activities: work experience.
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instructional matenals. mid tutoring
1 ,,se are serv ices that aid the dis-
advantaged; but they also help in gaining
intormation needed to develop
programs that profit both industry
and education.
Kindred (1974) found that business
sectors are usually more illing to
cooperate with schools than educalOcS
.1OrTle, especially in the area of
career education. Thew are several
reasons tor this attitude,
among them the tact that more and more
Job applicants know little about work,
little about how to complete application
forms, little about simply sitting through
an interview. It would be to the advantage
of industry if it were to encourage
students to explore job possibilities and
availabilities and to do so at an early
age. increasing numbers of business
people seem to be aware of this_ situation:
many assign the responsibility ot
working with education to a representative.
If such liaison resource does not
exist within a company. many personnel
departments provide contacts for_
schook by inviting students to talk with
them or with other department
employees about specific job require-
ments Or career opportunities in the
industry.
An example of such a large-scale joint
effort providing a number of
workplace vocational classrooms_is the
California Regional OCcupational
Programs. Although established_on a state-
wide basis, these programs are funded by
local high-school districts for the
purpose of entry-level training.
The ROP represents a viable network that
produces an umbilical relationship: it
gives life to the corporate citizenship
goals of business in addition to providing
a pool of trained, qualified young adults
who have explored in the real work world
their career needs before leaving
high school. Keep in mind that the average
metropolitan high school sits on about
26 acres of land, instructs approximately
2.600 students, and has necessarily
limited staff, equipment, space, and
tunds. Conceptualize, then, a campus
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stretching throughout an area of 750
square miles and serving more than
13,000 students yearly. Those are the
dimensions of the length and breadth
of what Los Angeles Unified School
District's Regional Occupational
Programs considers to be its campus. It
is important to note that the programs
use not only the district's
regular high schools for class sites but
puts into service dozens and dozens of
local industry and business locations.
The total value of human resources,
tools, supplies, and sophisticated
equipment made available for student
use thus adds up to billions of dollars,
The Los Angeles district has found that this
initial, real-life exposure to the world ot
work has proven invaluable to the students.
especially to those who have never set
foot in or talked personally with a worker
from an aircraft plant , with a furniture
manufacturer, a landscaping company, a
printshop, or a boat builder. To accomo-
date this need, there are two kinds of
ROP programs: the "Day" ROP and the
Regional Occupational Programs Center,
The -Day" ROP has approximately
5.090 students a year attend classes 10
hours a week, usually in two-hour
sessions in the morning or early
afternoons. Students are bused to o her
high schools within the district's
local administrative areas, or to
nearby Regional Occupational Centers, or
business and industry sites that offer
their particular program selection. The
second ROP program has grown to such
immense proportions that it has been
given status as a separate school and is
called the Regional Occupational Programs
Center. ROPC has an afternoon and
Saturday program, offered outside regular
school hours, As many .1$ 90 percent
of these classes are given at workplace
sites. Erlich (1926) reports that about
8,000 young people are enrolled every
year, in classes that range in size from 10
students at a county animal regulation
center to more than 275 at Rockwell
International's B-1 Division.

The Security Pacific Nati r al Bank
participates in the second type ROP pro-
gram. this corporation. among many
throughout the country, has set forth a
citizenship policy designed to contribute
positively toward the quality of life
in all 509 communities where Security
Pacific banking oftices are located. Through
this alliance With education, two ROP
programs are operating as part of these
citizenship goals, one in the head office
and one in a branch banking office. In
the head office, located in downtown
Los Angeles, students from six inner-city
high schools learn general office skills in
on-the-job work stations before
graduation. Any student who shows an
interest in banking and demonstrates
office-business skills in high-school course
work is invited to enroll. The instructor.
who is responsible for the students.
is a certificated school-district employee
and works closely with the bank's
educational relations officer. The latter
represents the bank and is
responsible for the coordination efforts
between the district and the corporation.
The ROP instructors involved not only have
responsibility for the selection ot the
student participants, but also tor the
related classroom instruction. Security
Pacific provides the practical experience
with employees and bank equipment
on a one-to-one basis with the students.
Transportation for the student to the
bank site from the feeder high schools is
provided by the school district. The student
is trained for proficiency in a job but does
not replace a paid employee or receive
compensation while being trained.
Instructional materials are provided to the
classes by the bank and are given
assistance by employees performing
any particular job function. These employee
supervisors are called station captains;
they volunteer not only to work with
the program, but also to help train and
evaluate trainees progress every ten hours
of instruction time. Training plans,
including specific performance objectives
and expected duration of training for each
objective, are developed and maintained
by the ROP instructor. fi
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Joint efforts SUCh aS this one
present traps that must be careicillv
avoided when initiating industo,-educotion
alliances. Achievement of proper
balance between a particulor company.
employee needs and the objectives
of vocational education must
be a constont concern. Educatiim and
trainiitg liriiited ID serve a numbei it
companies rather than the communit
large cannot justify public support.
Another trap (hit needs to be av,olcied us
industry demands for c:licrols to
spend excessive amounts
of dollars tor shop equipment and supplies
which arc part of the tiatniug nil which
can and should be -= provided on-the--
job.
Educators, researchers...1nd plonners
have been conspicuously engaged
over a long period of time in dis(ussions
concerning_workplace education, Although
today few doubts are cast on the validity
of the concept, there appears to be a
somewhat defensive attitude on the
part_of some that too much is expected ot
this kind of joint ettort. 1,\ hero pitfalls
such aS the ones described above have
to be carefully avoided, even more rn1piet
ant_ is the need to keep a clear perspective
and not endow such attempts with the
expectation of results or even side ettects

they cannot achieve. lo this respect, Grubh
and Lazerson 0975) much-quoted article on
the continuities and fallacies ot workploce
education hos indeed provoked an attitude
of caution among vocational educotors.
Feldman (1976), borrowing t tom
the rebuttal to that orticie by the Nationol
Advisory Council t:- `vocoriooal Educanoo,
suggested,

The dialectical eto!. vagance ot
Grubb and lazerson is out of ploce mr

serious discussion if the goals and
achievements 1'1,1- .niil vocononol
educators .. ' `atH, educotors,
including vocat_inal educotors, see
the need for enormous improvements
in workplaces and are often omong
the severest critics of the inhuman
use of human beings by orgonizorions
of all sorts. But few would agree
that there is an inherent, inexorable
tendency toward such Ibuse,
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Feldman further poMted Out th
vocational educators, in a wart n for
support, have recklessly suggested that
workplace education would solve all the
problems of the world trom ingrovv., toe
nails to peace of soul. He cautioned that
some ot the ills of society, such as
unomployment, underemployment and
worker dissatistachon cannot be resolved
bv One constituency alone. Solutions to
these problems can only be ochieved,
leldman affirmed, in a joint effort where
both the workplace and edutational seg-
ments continue to work together to set
right certain "crimes k ommited by the
economic structure.-
Indeed. o number ot orgoniza hare
been developed to foster such cooperative
efforts. Prominent among these are the
Industry-Educational Councils. The
Northern Californio Council stales
its objectives as follows,

recognizes the complete
interdependence of education and
industry ... obtains its leadership
equally from education and the
entire community . recognizes
that unless the dividedness which
exists con he eliminated ond mutual
respect, contidenoo ond cooperation
can he established, we shall be wasting
the greatest resource available to all
if us ... (he trained manpower and

leadership which is essential ID our
country and the world. (NCITC, p. -1)

how have been other actions token
that signal the achievement of collaboration
between the iwo ogencies. Schools have
appointed a number ot industry-education
coordinators and business has
poralleled these appointments with
mu reasing numbers of company and
union educotional liaison soot.
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Although the mention of industry
advisory committees goes back as far as
the Smith-Hughes Act, the demand for
greater industry involvement particularly
in evaluating programs increased with
the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational
Education Act of 1963. Again. the 1976
Vocational Education Amendments call
for additional support for alliances and
continued support for advisory councils
on all governmental levels, councils not to
be constituted by a majority membership
from the field of education. The responsi-
bilities of these advisory councils are not
restricted to program evaluation. The
1976 Amendments also spell out advise-
ment regarding programs, services-ind
other activities of vocational education, as
well as the introduction of individuals from
business, the professions, and related
field of endeavor into the schools as
counselors, advisors, and/or vocational
teachers. In addition, there is support for
bringing students into working establish-
ments and giving counselors or vocational
teachers experience in business, the pro-
fessions, and so forth. Support for these
types of exchanges is not confined to
words: appropriations for funding these
activities are available.
There seems to be no question that voca-
tional education has witnessed an evolu-
tion over the past 60 years in the
development of the workplace-education
partnership. Passing from oratory
to eulogy to persuasion to legislative
mandate, vocational education has clearly
found that such alliances are in the best
interest of all served. Rather, the question
is whether workplace involvement in
education will grow and in which
direction. Shane and Shane (1969) in thei
massive forecast for the 70's saw that,

During the next ten years, business
will participate in education to
a greater extent. The growth of
a cooperative business and education
relationship will be of greater portent
in the seventies. (p. 29)

Whether these experiences, given additional
impetus, will usher in a period for the
next decade of relevance, involvement,
participation, commitment, and coopera-
tion among all supporters of vocational
education remains to be seen,

To conclude this essay with the though s
of one of vocational education's most
vocal supporters, Senator Beall (1976)
emphasizes that the one vital goal is
to provide more work-experience opportu-
nities in addition to improving the co-
ordination of training programs with job
opportunities and other manpower efforts.
Such a perspective calls for determinations
by business and industry not only to serve
the corporate citizenship goals, hut to
join with education in defining career
objectives and helping to fulfill their
needs for skilled manpower.
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LANCUAGE

6 se hablan espanal

Arthur Hidalgo

The need for cornmunicaticm skills
Historically, vocational education has

dealt to a large extent with training
programs designed to prepare individuals
for an occupation so that they may secure
immediate employment upon completion
of these programs. At the same time, it is
widely accepted that the requirements of
industry determine occupational skills
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needed for employment and occupational
maintenance_ Over the years, business,
industry, and the state employment
development department representatives
through advisory committees have met
periodically with educators to review aft
current occupational programs-in relatio:1-
ship to the trends of employment market
analysis, job availability, occupational
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skills required for entry level,
continued retraining, and other pertinent
matters. Traditionally, inter employee-
clientele relations and job responsibilifie5
have been concerns of the advisory
committees, although the advisory capa-
city was only to review and recommend_
After suitable study, vocational educators
would consult with curriculum spe-
cialists, counselors, administrators, and
program evaluation specialists to analyze
the advisory committee's recommenda-
tions. The intent generally was to opera-
tionalize the findings and thus, determine
the latest educational methodology
of the delivery system for implementation
and student participation in learning
about current required technical
and occupational skills. In other words,
the transition from the classroom to the job
was made a relevant process. Congress-
man Perkins from Kentucky says in the
American Vocational Journal (1976),

vocational educators must (also)
make greater efforts to assure that the
job training that they are offering is
relevant to the jobs which will be
available to students upon completion
of school and to adults when they
finish their vocational courses.
(pp, 104 and 114)

Clearly, it is of paramount importance
for all vocational programs fo be relevant
to industry and to the society it mirrors.
If there is a new challenge facing voca-
tional education on its way into America's
third century. the questions to be con-
fronted are largely the same questions
industry and society have been confront-
ing for many years: offering goods and
services to a clientele whose English may
be limited or not exist. The new chal-
lenge, then, is one of communication, For
vocational education, this means a deter-
mination whether to include communica-
tion skills within the occupational programs
that are related to the job market, both
in terms of performance and service.

But if one were to affirm that these
communication skills are indeed vital,
does the responsibility of learning another
language lie with_the student or the

instructor? With the community or the
educational institution? With industry
or the clientele it serves? And for that
matter, how do you define communication
and what constitutes a "foreign" language?
Haugen (1956) defines knowledge of a
foreign language as the ability to com-
municate from the range of passive
understanding of rnixed dialects to mastery
ot complete language use other than
English. Still, although bilineualism and
biculturalism in America have strong
roots, commerce, trade, and services have
been communicated in English since the
turn of the century, due, according to
Dolores Litsinger (1975) to the -assumed
assi.liliation of economic, educational, or
social aspects of a larger society." This
process may continue today in many area,
of the country, buf the 70'5 have
brought a new phenomenon, fstinorities
have found that while maintaining com-
munication in non-English dialects,
bilingual and bicultural capabilities
enabled them to keep alive their cultural
identities as they assimilate into the
mainstream, This is a pattern unlike that
of earlier immigrants, who assimilated
into the larger population while losing
their original identity in the mainstream.
We have only to recall the -greenhorns-
and others who were taunted because they
were lagging in their absorption
within the society of the day. The recog-
nition of this divergence of social and
economic identities across the country
has generated volumes of material and
caused millions of dollars to be spent
on bilingual and bicultural education, it
is not the purpose of this paper to discuss
the question of cultural assimilation
versus cultural separatism. It is. instead,
to present a careful examination of the new
challenge and attendant problc-is for
vocational education to come to terms
with the needs of communities where
English is not the dominant language
and where its use is limitect

Demographics support the notion that
Spanish may serve as a viable example
in determining the importance of the use
of a foreign language within the context
of vocational education in the United
States.
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Some Stativio
It has been estimated by government
census (1972) that there are over 16
million persons of Hispanic background in
the United States. a large percentage ot
whom are either Spanish-speaking
(approximately 6+ million) or have close
Hispanic cultural ties. In addition, it is
estimated that over 200,000 persons
a year of Hispanic or Latin American ori-
gin immigrate into the United States
with New York, Florida. and the
Southwestern section of the United States
showing the largest concentration of
these immigrants. Although many of the
new arrivals earn their livelihood in an
English-speaking environment, a con-
siderable amount of their earnings and
investments are spent in situations where
Spanish is used for communication.
In 1971, the state of California with
particular emphasis on southern
California, released some revealing statis-
tics. Information taken from a study
commissioned by a local Los Angeles
Spanish-language radio station (KWKW)
showed the following count and economic
distribution of.Spanish-speaking,
Spanish-surnamed, or Hispanic-origin
populations.

Southern California
Spanish-Speaking Populations

(1971)
Los Angeles County 1,290,000
Orange County 160.000
Ventura County 74,000
Santa Barbara County 45.000
Earnings for all four counties showed a
total of $4.3 billion, of which over $3
billion spent for consumer goods. In
Los Angeles and Orange counties alone,
over $1,3 billion was spent on such goods.
The same source found that approximately
$1.7 billion was spent communicating in
Spanish (Forbes, Stenson, and Lialdridge.
Radio Stations KWKW and KOXR).
Although this study was done in 1971,
there i, r -eason to believe that these
figure; ct full cultural assimilation;
they do show a clear picture of earnings
and expenditures of population figures
released by the U.S. Immigration Depart-
ment. There is, in addition, evidence that
over one million illegal aliens are living
within these same areas, many of them of
Hispanic culture and not included in any
census figures.
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Educators, law enforcement agencies,
lawyers. doctors. health services, people
in real estate, banking. and many others
were the first groups to feel the impact and
the legal ramifications and economic
disadvantages of not communicating and
translating Spanish correctly: these groups
also were the first to 0,,ses the advantages
of being able to provide such services
when and where they did. Today. southern
California's awareness of the need to know
a second language seems to be growing.
To cite a recent example as reported in a
local California newspaper (San Gabriel
Tribune. Jan. 23, 1977). -Valley Spanish-
Speaking Areas would Get Assist: Medics
Trained in Mexico.- The article goes on to
say that the University of Southern
California School of Medicine and the
County Department of Health Services are
jointly designing a program to allow
American medical students presently study-
ing in Mexico to return to the United
States and complete their internship-
training in areas where Spanish is the
dominant language. The new program,
called -Fifth Pathway." will allow
Californians to return to California after
four years of medical study to work in
health offices and health centers as
interns, clerks, and in various other capa-
cities, The assumption is that these students
will be particularly well-suited to work in
Spanish-speaking areas because all had
to learn the language while in Mexico.
Another example: The Highlander, Sept.
1, 1977. reports that staff at the Los Angeles
County Medical Clinic have computerized
the labeling of prescriptions in Spanish:
half of the dispensary's 3.000 to 5,000 pre-
scriptions per day go to Spanish-speaking
persons. And the health services are not
alone. Other service-related industries are
beginning to react. Example: the Marriott
Hotel chain is actively seeking personnel
able to communicate in other languages
and to place them in key positions. The
Marriott management has found an up-
surge of travelers who speak no English.
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In addition to these figure ngeles
County shows some 11_.218 (1971 rurci
business ownerships of Spanish-speaking
origin. Obviously, the economic as well
as social impact of people of Hispanic
origin or culture must be recognized.

It would appear, in the light or these
statistics, that opportunities for vocational
students who can speak and write Spanish
are limitless. This may be a bold statement
to make. Further, Spanish in this paper
is not meant to descrrbe the Spanish .ngu=
age as it appears in classroom literature
or as it is used in the classical
sense. The need tor students is to learn
Spanish as it is used in the work-a-dav
world, The urgency. ot this need surely is
what Barlow (19761 had in mind when
he referred to Edwin Lee's assumptions
that lie at the base or the place and
nature of vocational education in the social
economic order. Assumption no. 5 states.

An adequate program of education for
work requires cooperation with a wide
variety of nonschoul agencies and
groups. Some of these are _in the com-
munity immediately served by the
schools. They include employers and
employees both singly and in groups:
they include parents and youth itself:
and they include such organizations
as public and private employment
agencies, chambers of commerce,
service clubs, and religious and
charitable organizations. The list is
almost as comprehensive as the gamut
of such organizations represented
in the community,(AVA Journal, p.

If we_are to interpret Dr. Lee's statement
that thce community, employees, employers,
and schools must cooperate with each other
for relevant and successful educational
programs, it is apparent that the key for
cooperation among these various entities
is the understanding and consideration
of each other's human values, whatever
the methods of communication.

Thus. vocational oducat_irs will have to
respond to our ever-more complex societv
and the facts ot social and economic lite
generated by the various lorces that
make up this society. Until very recently
bilineual education in vocational educa-
tion was fargely ignored. Maybe this
deficiency was due to the fact that with
tow exceptions schools tailed to see and
point out to firms and organizations the
economic advantages ot otfenog services
to Spanish-speaking clientele by Spanish-
speaking protesstonak. Yet, the BaSIC
occupation Language Trainil ,eport
;BOLT) to the U 5. Department ot Laboi
(1971) clearly stated,

Non-Soza.,ish-speaking professionals
and other persons who provide
indispensable services to Spanish-
speaking communities could better
perform their services and better
communicate with the people they
serve if they had a working-knowledge
of Spanish and a better under- .

standing ot the culture and customs of
their Spanish-speaking clients.

First, we must address the fact that some
students in vocational education come
from Spanish-speaking homes; but we
must not forget that we cannot expect
colloquial Spanish-speaking persons to
respond in technical and sophisticated
occupational terms or phraseology when
industry and/or service-related professions
require Spanish interpretation. It is, in
effect, much the same as assuming that
students from underprivileged Anglo or
Black backgrounds will be effective if
they use street-type English in formal
situations. Certainly it constitutes less
than a source of professional pride when
older:people or children are in need of
medical or other services and they
cannot be undefstood. From a humanistic
as well as an economic point of view,
the list of the need for bilingualism is
endless. Indeed, the problem cannot be
solved by the use of conversational
(kitchen) Spanish. Emphasis must be
placed on correctly translating and/or
knowing the technical terms and phrases
used in the specific occupational areas.
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There are, after all, about as many -II nt
Spanish dialects as there are ways to
speak English.

II we agree that the medical profession,
the police, and all others who
deal with the Spanish-speaking community
are becoming aware of the need for
7rained bilingual personnel or they
make requests for such personnel through
advisory committees these agencies and
industries are essentially recommending
that foreign language and bilingual
specific terminology be integrated into
vocational training. To try and meet this
recommendation presents a major
challenge to .ocational education. It
would appear that the only possible answer
is to include non-English communication
skills into the vocational-education
curriculum. This approach is important to
the mono-English speaker as it is to those
who will find employment in communities
where the use of English is limited. but
who speak colloquial Spanish Recogni-
tion of this need has led Congress to
include bilingual training funds in the
Vocational Education Amendments of
1976 under Title II. Section 181, These
funds amount to a total of 300 Million dol-
lars to extend cy.er 5 years, beginning with
fiscal year 1978. Where federal funds for
bilingual and bicultural education F9d
earlier been allocated to primary and
secondary education. Congress has now
included bilingual vocational-education
training, and done so. "in the best interest
of the country, an asset to the community,
industry and society.-

As mentioned earlier. the demands for
bilingual education and the need to com-
municate in an actual job environment
have created a new relevancy to vocational
education and to language instruction.
For vocational education, the importanyr-
of Spanish to the workforce poses the
question whether it is the responsibility
of vocational education to offer foreign-
language or bilingual instruction: fowign
languages have of course always been part
of the liberal-arts domain, toreign
language classes have been offered through
out our educational institutions either
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as a prerequisite for higher education or
because linguistic knowledge played an
important role in the liberal-arts curri-
culum. The Rowland Unified School
District described its language arts
piograms as follows (1971) "Understand-
ing of another culture is greatly enhanced
when there is practical use of the culture's
basic language, when literature can be
read and when conversation can be carried
un sylth snme tacility

The language instructor within the libetal-
arts curriculum traditionally upheld
these curricular points until students
failed to enroll for classes due to
the nonrelevancy of a language pre-
requisite or incompatability to actual lang-
uage spoken outside the classroom. Here
too the challenges of our changing society
proved their impact. Haugen (1956) sug-
gests that differing motivations for use
of language leads to differences in learning
reinforcement among bilinguals, parti-
cularly since the primary motivation is
usefulness of communication, with
function in social advance, emotional
involvement, religious and literary-cultural
values as well.

It is interesting at this point to note that
if society has expressed its new awareness
through congressional funding, the
sweep of reaffirmation of our civil rights
has been expressed through the courts and
the establishment of advisory groups in
traditional educational institutions.
And so too, the public sector is expressing
a new interest in learning a foreign
language -- and for all of us, this resur-
gence is resulting in better multicultural
understanding. The occupational relevancy,
which focuses now on a new dimension
for students and educators in the main-
stream of vocational education,is a result
of these realities.
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It has been a slow process. In 1968,
President Johnson signed into law the
Bilingual Education Act (Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act).
In May 1975, the bilingual training
programs under Part FiVe of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 were amended to
include awards and contracts tor the
development and operation of bilingual
training programs.
What does all this mean for vocational
education? The question is answered for
us by employers, whether in industry or
across government levels. There is a
clamor for bilingual personnel able to
perform occupational responsibilities
effectively in two languages or in the
appropriate language of the clients they
serve. The challenge is clear: we must
respond!

Below are some examples of occupational
language training programs that have
succeeded in these goals.
BOLT and Other Programs
The Basic Occupational Language Training
BOLT program used in New York with
its large Spanish-speaking populations
has proven highly successful because the
program formulated a methodology uni-
quely suited to provide trainees with a
positive and useful language experience.
BOLT used:

a team of highly empathetic teachers
skilled in audio-visual and audio-
lingual techniques for teaching English
as a second language
a course curriculum based on job
related vocabulary and usage needs. and
a flexible delivery system of the most
advanced electronics equipment which
allowed BOLT to take the class directly
to the students rather than vice versa.

Concurrent with the development of the
English BOLT. monolingual supervisors,
management personnel, and civil
servants who were heavily involved in the
activities of the Puerto Rican and other
Hispanic-origin community were taught

Spanish-language skills. The methodology
for the one was essentially the same as
for the other. The LJ.S. Department of
Labor has available the final report on
the program.
At a local community/-college level.
Santa Ana (California) Ir. College has
instituted another prow am. Its aim is
to train secretaries in a bilingual secretarial
clerical program. Started at the request of
local industry, the program actually de, clops
bilingual competence in monolingual
trainees and teaches bilingual students
skills needed to work effectively in mono-
English offices. Where this second feature
is realistic and beneficial to the Hispanic
student, the first is a recognition of the
understanding and consideration of human
values of even richer implications.
Conclusion
If vocational-education i elevancy is to be
achieved, a team &for', involving students.
language instructors, and vocational edu-
cators must work jointly within a bilingual
occupational training program or with an
occupational training module for students
now bilingual. Or, the foreign language
can be introduced at various appropriate
entry-points during the occupational
training program. This last can be done
after the specific skill is learned in English
or if the student is weak in English but
fluent in a foreign language.
The relevancy and occujaational
necessity of knowing a foreign language
will cause an increase of enrollees in
the foreign-language classes. Actual work
experiences illustrating the usefulness of
bilingualism related to vocational educa-
tion will also encourage those students
who traditionally view a foreign language
as a handicap. Such students will be
encouraged to view being bilingual as an
advantage without negative restraints.
A spin-off of this philosophical approach
is the exposure of career awareness; ex-
posure to work experience may also be
included in the foreign-language classes.
Another spin-off is the realization on the
part of those students yvho desire
employment upon completion of their
training program that language can be an
effective tool for finding employment.
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The effective use of business-industry-
advisory representatives who serve the
non-English speaking clientele can
help educators both vocational and
lan uage instructors to identify problems
and technical terms common to everyday
work experience. Core terms and technical
language not orc:inarily used in conversa-
tional or non-English can be identified
and clustered to specific occupational
areas.

Federal funds are now available that can
be used for bilingual education in the
vocational-training areas. Both industry
and educators should institute research
programs to be able to determine if an
occupational training course should
be offered totally in English. should be
bilingual, and/or to what extent the foreign
language should be included in the"
vocational training.
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Suzanne R. Weinhoim-

-Articulation- is 4 word frequently heard
in educational circles, It probably qualifies

along with -coordination," -com-
munication," "accountability,- and some
others as a prime example of current
educational jargon: the fairly unddined
technical vocabulary of a special
group that means different things to
different people in that group: and
something entirely different again
if comprehensible at all to the popu-
lation at large.

111

0

These words, undoubtedly initially
selected by innovative educators
because they represented meaningful
descriptors of educational concepts.
appear to be increasingly in danger o
becoming caricatures of their original
purpose. One has only to review what has
been accomplished in many educational
institutions over thc_, last few years
to realize that these words, and those like
them, while intended to characterize
action, continue to be used in the
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professional literature, in meetings,
and in other situations where educators
gather, without being acted upon. Thus,
when any or all of these words are used,
they are gradually shrugged off as
empty rhetoric. This response cannot but
create an expanding public cynicism and,
worse, the eventual loss of trustful
expectations that the process to achieve
concrete results will be put into motion.
What all of this means is that in the
minds of many within the educational es-
tablishment, as well as among education's
public clientele, the basic integrity
of the entire teachii'ig and learning
process may be in jeopardy. At least part
of the reason could be the careless abandon
with which we use valued words. It would
seem that to restore confidence in the
process, we must confront the reality that,
in education, our follow-through does
not go far beyond our utterances.
The concept of articulation presents
a case in point.
Certainly, articulation is a worthy
example of consensus agreement as to
its educational value, yet a clear case
of an -utterance- with, at best, a variable
"follow-through.- Though this essay is
concerned with vocational education, the
implications of a closer look at
articulation may well be applied to other
facets of education.
Defined in Webster's Dictionary,
ARTICULATION is a noun, of Latin
derivation, meaning "1, The action or
manner of jointing or interrelating."
as well as "2. The act of giving utterance
or expression; the act or manner
of articulate sounds.- The conventional
application of the word to education gen-
erally refers to the jointing denotation -
e.g., the coming together of people and
materials representative of different
segments of the educational community for
purposes of sharing information and.
possibly, active collaboration (co-
laboring) on spheres of common concern.
Is it possible that the dichotomy in the
two definitions of this word has contributed
to the problem of the ward being used,
but with little or no jointing action?

Articulation is one of the words that
fill endless policy documents or are
used to impress various audiences. It may be
found in nearly every educational policy
report, in a wide range of educational
evaluation insiruments, in training
materials and programs both for all
specific educator roles and in the general
resource materials intended to assist
educators in improving the system. It
would seem, therefore, that articulation
has general acceptance as a viable and
useful educational concept. However,
those who take the time to scrutinize
the programs and institutions that,
through articulation, would be joined
in cooperative endeavor, will probably
find little evidence of real articulation
activity. Articulation, then, is merely
a paper policy.
But in vocational education, there exists
a tremendous need for articulation efforts
among various groups. For example,
among (1) staff, advisory groups. studdrits,
and administration on local, county, state,
and federal levels; (2) across prevocational
offerings, secondary programs, adult-
education programs, community-college
programs, regional-occupation programs
and centers, and college and university
programs; (3) 'with "external- resources
such as business/indust y/labor. state
and federal advisory councils, secondary
and postsecondary statewide governing
boards for vocational education,
appropriate legislative committees, the
Employment Development Department,
federal and state workforce training
programs (CETA); (4) with other educators
and agencies dealing with the same
-special" student populations, such as
the disadvantaged and hahdicapped; and
(6) with private vocatignal-training pro-
grams, vocational-student organizations,
as well as with the surrounding com-
munities-at-large represented by the
governing boards of the local educational
agencies.

In short, the functioning arenas of
vocational education in which the opportu-
nity for articulation is possible if not yet
operational are vast. One might ask`why
this is so. It has been suggested that one
reason is that vocational educators
are sensitive to the exposure that articula-
tion inherently produces because it
makes them vulnerable to critical views
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and might force them to defend their
policies. It has also been suggested
that vocational educators, like many others
in education, are protective of their indi-
vidual jurisdictional domains. Undoubtedly,
territorial isolation and independence
of function among the various facets
of vocational education have increased
over the years due to the practice of
categorical funding. Whatever the
contributing factors, the results of this
situation have been separate development.
separate administration, and separate
operation of vocational programs,
regardless of duplication and other
ineffective as well as discriminatory
practices. There have been few incentives
to share, to communicate, that is, to
articulate.
But, where circumstances previously
allowed such deterrents to collaborative
efforts to impede progress, the climate is
no longer the same. At this time, most
publicly supported programs and agencies
are under close scrutiny by private
citizens or by the public's elected
representatives and consumer-
supported -watchdog- organizations. One
result of this close examination has been
changes in some of the laws governing
federal and state support of these
public programs. For example, the
Vocational Education Amendments of
1976, recently enacted by the 94th
Congress of the United States, contain
clear national mandate for vocational
education and vocational-training
agen,les and their personnel to coordinate,
cooperate, and articulate on many aspects
of their programs. In California,
Senate Bill 1821, enacted during the
1975 legislative session, established the
Regional Advisory Vocational Education
Councils, whose primary purpose for
existence is to bring together the
representatives of the diverse
vocational-education and training factions
for cooperative planning and to
ensure that duplication of programs ilbes
not occur within regional boundaries. It
would seem evident, therefore. that

continuation of fiscal support and the
position of vocational education as a
high national, state, and local priority
svill depend on the ability of vocational
educators to -put their house in order.'

When one looks at the wide sphere of
vocational-education operations. it iv
obvious that choices have to be made,
and priorities established. For
example. surveying the vast purview of
existing avenues for at-N(7[11.1ring a single
vocational program with the above
spheres of influence, clear
choices can only be made through the
systematic development of individual
program priorities.
Where is the initial focus to be
directed in establishing those prio-ities?
If vocational educators' primary
concern is to impact the educational
experiences of students, priority should
be given to articulation efforts
with staff of other departments within
their institutional communities, If,
on the other hand, the primary concern is
to enhance communications and to
build collaborative bridges between
individual vocational programs and
the surrounding community-at-large,
multidimensional plan of action should
be devised.
Some suggested facets of articular:on
designed to JSSiSt the individual planner
in future articulation efforts are discussed
below.
Articulation within individual courses
Because vocational courses afford many
opportunities to articulate with the
dynamic nature of individual student
development, courses should be designed

or reorganized to allow students
to enter and exit course content
at different points. Such open-entry/opei
exit policy is not only likely to increase
participation in vocational courses, but
also presents a way to demonstrate
that a primary goal of vocational education
is to meet the needs of students rather
than to perpetuate the existence of what
many consider to be an arbitrary training
system.
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Articulation between courses in he same
vocational program
Where a common core of skills and know-
ledge, for no apparent pedagogical
purpose, is repetitively reinforced within
vocational-program offerings, reorganiza-
tion efforts are needed to ext- !ct these
essentials from each course content.
There are a number of methods by which
this core may be presented to all
participating in vocational programs:
through individualized learning
packages. tI ',,1-1 programmed learning
methodology, oi through audio-visual
materials centrally disseminated from a
vocational resource center, to name a
few. Whichever strategy is used, this
articulation effort can ensure that
(1) the individual student is held responsible
for integrating all necessary concepts, and
(2) ;he total course content of each program
offering evolves into a unique contributor
to student development. Articulation,
then, becomes intrinsic to the streamlining
process and does not require additional
exertion.
It is evident that, raking this
approach one step further, the process
could be developed between various
vocational programs within the sartle
institu tion, e.g., business education,
industrial education, work-experience
education, and others. And, once
begun. this approach might even be
expanded to include all vocational-
program offerings operating within the
same facility regardless of administrative
jurisdiction. For example, this could
be the arrangement between
Regional Occupation Programs and
Adult Education vocational programs
housed in a common educational
institution with secondary vocational-
program offerings_
Articulation between vocational inr/
nonvocational departments with the same
institution
For too long, educational programs have
been separated, segmented by departmental
designations and independent administra-
tive roles and responsibilities. Often the
only formal interdepartmental staff
interaction in an educational institution

occurs at the periodic meetings of depart-
ment heads. Thus, individual department
competitiveness for institutional favors
is fostered, traditional discriminatory
attitudes, for cooperative planning, and
cross-departmental offerings for students
and opportunities for changing staff
attitudes, for cooperative planning and
cross-departmental offerings for students
are not readily facilitated. This
insulated approach to education has
outlived a useful purpose and is, in fact,
antithetical to meeting the needs of
today's student population.
One of education's vulnerable areas for
criticism from the "outside" community
is in the lack of articulation between the
so-called academic and nonacademic
educational programs, as well as between
the various departments within individual
institutions_ If one takes an objective view of
the educational system, it would seem
unconscionable that students continue
to see little or no relationship between
English, mathematics, and science
courses, as examples, in terms of their
relevance to their lives beyond the educa-
tional process. The relevance of subject
matters to real-life issues is an emphasis
that must be addressed in all courses at
every level of the educational spectrum
an basic responsibility of the
educational establishment as a whole.
There are a number of ways this
responsibility can be confronted. One, to
integrate career-education concepts into
every course content, articulating these
principles through all segments of the
educational curriculum. At the point
that vocational-education and training
progran;is enter the educational curricula,
heightehed opportunities for integration
will be manifested. Second, through
cross-departmental team teaching,
cross-curricular course offerings,
multidisciplinary programs and other
collaborative efforts, relationships
between subject-marrer contents will
become evident. For example, the
relationship of manual skills such as
verbal, computational, writing, and other
skills to each other and to one's life beyond
the educational arena become apparent
and can be perpetuated. Anything less
than this sort of cooperative approach
within education is increasingly unaccept-
able to the majority of students and to
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those responsible tor the support or non-
support of educational programs.

Articulation between commi, level
institutions in near geographical
proximity
Cross-institutional articulation bt'rwewi
educators of similar specializations ant
grade level assignments within the same
district is especiall rich in opportunity
for staff development. Often the
differences in teaching, planning, and
administrative strategies and methodology
between institutions are sufficiently
diverse to afford abundant -new" input
to all participants ii2mi1-Qring
rocess. This can be expanderlTorther by
aving workshops, seminars, and special-

interest meetings in which staff from other,.
school districts participate as well.
The potential for growth and change
exists when people are brought
together. Of course, care must be taken
in the design of such sessions to afford
maximum individual and small-group inter-
action for adequate sharing ot ideas and
approaches.
Articulation between institutions
representative of diverse grade-level%
and student-age groups
These groups represent One of the
most frequently mentioned and least
implemented articulation opportunities
made available to educators today.
The lack of this kind cif articulation l5
one reason for senseless repetition in
student requirements and the use of
.materials from one level of education
to another. Student interest and motivation
to acquire subject-matter knowledge and
skills are inexcusably depleted through
menial and repetitive experiences_ Voca-
tional education can no longer afford to
ignore a proactive approach to ensure
articulation between the different levels
of Vocational programs, e.g., secondary
programs, adult-education programs,
Reooal Occupation Programs and
Centers, community-college programs,
and others,

There are some students at each level of
these vocational programs who may be
more appropriately placed in a different
level of a vocational program_ However, the
student's individual development is some-
times sacrificed in the battle for funding
according to attendance (ADA) ratios.
Lack of knowledge about available
vocational programs tor students,
perpetuated by the continuing lack of
staft articulation efioos. is contributor
to the loss of students' in vocational-
education programs.
A requirement LA every community should
be rapid movement toward area coordination
of vocational programs in order to
facilitate articulation among staff
and accessibility of programs to
students_ Even with this type of coordina-
tion effort, mandated by the California
legislature through Assembly
Bill 1821, the prevailing attitude toward
perpetuation of private domains has
resulted in the establishment of over 70
Regional Vocational Education Councils
throughout the state of California.
Articulation between educational
programs, governmental agencies, and
other community resources
Vocational education is among those
educational programs most in need of
articulation with community agencies and
resources. However, there are few, if any,
vocational-education programs in which
this relationship has been exploited to the
maximum benefit of all concerned e.g.,
students, the work community, and the
educational program, among many others.
Community resource development
and utilization is a continuing and dynamic
process a give and take relationship.
Too many vocational programs fall short of
their potential in the development of
student work stations. In many settings,
vocational educators appear to be as
removed from current contact with busi-
ness, industry, and labor resources as their
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academically oriented colleagues. There
are, however, some exceptional individuals
who have the knowledge and understanding
of community development and the
encouragement of their administratior ii
this regard.
Articulation with community agencies
that share responsibility for common
-"special" student groups the
disadvantaged and handicapped are
often grossly underutilized. The Depart-
ment of Rehabilitation and the Employment
Development Department have
resources for these students that could be
integrated into the school program.
However, vocational-education and train-
ing programs are far .rom realizing
parity in the integration of these
students into regular vocational
programs. Our communities are the real
losers for not having the benefit of an
integrated workforce adequately prepared to
enter available occupational categories
for whIch existent vocational-
training programs could prepare them.
One could go on to reiterate additional
opportunities for articulation as yet
unrealized as well as to cite other
instances of unreached potential in this
area of concern. Yet, the basic factor
impacting the future development of
vocational-education articulation eflor
sides in the individual vocational educ
sensitivity to articulation opportunities.
No. it will take one step more than sen-
sitivity to opportunities for the current
situation to change. The next step needed
is for opportunities to become reality
through commitment to action by every
dedicated vocational educator. Words.
hollow rhetoric not followed by deeds
are the bane of the educational
establishment's existence.
If a good, clear look is (Ilst at the potential
of articulation efforts, a framework for
greater efficiency, a time and effort
saver, rather than an add-on to present
responsibilities may be perceived. As viewt !d
by this author, articulation is a necessary
survival skill a compelling lifeline for
the future of vocational education,

0
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OUR CHANGING
IMAGE
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The public image of vocational educa-
tion has traditionally been ascribed with
a second-class social status. The low pres-
tige associated with practical education
resulted from the original division of
American education into two approaches:
academic and vocational. The colonists,
true to their English heritage, did not
believe that children of commoners and
the poor should aspire to the lifestyle
produced by a classical education. Latin
grammar schools were, therefore,

established to provide the academic needs
of professional and cultured families. The
apprentice system was adapted to
serve the basic educational and vocational
needs of children of the.vast majority of
working families. By dividing education
into two exclusive approaches, one aca-
demic and one vocational, the colonist
created an artificial separation that has
troubled our nation to this day.
The separation between academic and
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vocational education was distinguished by
three factors: content, teaching method,
and the distinction made in social status.
Academic education focused upon the
classics, literature, history, philosophY.
science. Its teaching method relied upon
lectures and books. Finally, it was bestowed
with high social recognition and prestige.
The apprentice system, by contrast, pro-
vided basic math and reading instruction
and training in specific job-related
skills. Its teaching method stressed prac-
tical experience. Socially, it was endowed
with the common social status of the
working man's education.
When vocational education became a
component of public education in 1917. the
public image of what separates vocational
and academic education was already well
established. Changes in the two systems
continued to occur, however, as the
economic and social needs of society
changed. But the image changed little.
Academic education was assodated
with high-prestige white-collar
professions. Vocational education
retained the social status associated with
blue-collar, low-prestige jobs_

Meanwhile, tke social position of the
vocationally trained continued to gain
status throughout the 20th century.
Technology raised the sophistication and
status of most jobs, working conditions
improved, and economic rewards increased.
In spite of vocational education's associa-
tion with increasing socioeconomic
rewards, academia continued to maintain
the public's reverence.

During the 50's and 60's, the distinction
between vocational and academic
education reached its apex. The launching
of Sputnik in 1959 established a national
precedent for the education of. theorists
and engineers. Academic curriculum became
embedded with instruction in advanced
theoretical concepts. Emphasis upon
acquisition of a college degree increased
in the hope of meeting the national need
for scientists and technicians. By the
mid-60's, more students were pursuing a
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college degree than ever before in Ameri-
can hi ry. Vocational education had
meanw; grown to indude a riatiplicity
of occupations from laboratory technician
to computer programming. But during the
early 60's, theory was the valued com-
modity, and practical vocational education
gained little notice.

Today, the appropriateness of separating
education into two distinct approaches is
being critically challenged. First, the social-
class distinction between the two is un-
representative of society. A college degree
no longer ensures a higher paying job or
social prestige. The oversupply of college
graduates during the 60's resulted in a
devaluation of a baccalaureate degree.
Students began questioning the meaning-
fulness of an academic education whose
theoretical emphasis lost its relevance to
practical reality. In addition, status, income,
and employment security for vocationally
trained technicians have begun to equal
those of many positions in professional
fields and are expected to make further
gains in the future.

Secondly, the segregation of content and
teaching method according to the two
systems is no le 914r (meeting the educa-
tional needs of the student. The technical
sophistication of many occupations mandate
that vocational education expand its
theoretical course content. Academic edu-
cation, meanwhile, has become aware of
the necessity for practical experience and
application of theory.

The clear distinction between the social
status of the vocationally and academically
trained has become fuzzy. Job titles and
status of the vocationally trained often
fall into the white-collar classification.
Meanwhile, many college graduates
are fighting rising unemployment rates by
taking blue-collar jobs. It is for this reason
that the public, for the first time in 200
years, is beginning to re-examine
their mental image of vocational education.
The old image of basic-skill development
for low-prestige, low-pay jobs is no
longer tolerable. It is intolerable because
of the strong social need for a viable
alternative to the academic versus
vocational approach.



What iPneeded now is a unified educational
system. One in which a student can
develop both theoretical and practical
knowledge. One in which the importance
and-relevance of both the fine arts and
applied arts are examined. A systern
that challenges the students to question
what they want from life and what they
are willing to sacrifice to achieve it.
One in which the student is provided with
a number of pathways to goal achievement,
and one in which the student feels no
social stigma or pressure to adopt one
road over another.

Unfortunately, the educational community,
as always, is one step behind the public
in identifying and adapting to the changing
socioeconomic climate. The old mental
images of what constitutes vocational
and academic education still permeate the
school system. It is important that we, as
vocational educators, attempt to influence
people to change their outdated
conceptions. The attitudes inherent in the
present image restrict cooperation and
communication between the two systems.
An open integrated system will not become
a reality until academic and vocational
education are given equal recognition and
value.

How can we hope to change the public
image of vocational education? First we
can take a critical look at ourselves to
see how representative the image is of
the facts. An image not only reflects the
facts but also the attitudes and values of
the observer. Therefore we must examine
not only the quality qf our programs but
the attitudes people express toward
vocational education. Let us look at
a couple of attitudes commonly expressed
about vocational education and examine
them for their validity.

One attitude, which for years has found
expression among students, is that
vocational students just are not as smart as
academic students. Brilliance in American
education has always been measured in
terms of academic achievement. Voca-
tional education is still seen as providing
a basic education and skill development.
Before we immediately reject this attitude
as ridiculous, let's remember that we have
helped create it. Let us take a look at our
students. Most vocational students are
those who have been turned off by
academic education. They are often the

potential dropouts. In spite of the career-
awareness movement, few students receive
individual vocational counseling until
they have failed to meet the standards of
academia. As a last resort, they are called
into the guidance office and counseled to
gain a vocational skill. High achieving
academic students seldom receive counsel-
ing regarding their vocational and educa-
tional options. Students who maintain high
grades only receive counseling on how to
study for the SAT and how to fill out
a college application. With counseling
procedures like these, it's not surprising
that people think that the academic
failures are funneled off into vocational
education.

Next, lees look at our curriculum. Is it
comprehensive, demanding, stimulating?
In most cases yes, but it's the few excep-
tions that need attention. In many secondary
programs the emphasis on basic entry
skills is made at the exclusion of in-depth
exploration of governing principles. Take a
vocational program in photography for
example. One parent recently told me that
he was appalled that, after two years of
vocational training in photography, his
daughter knows nothing beyond the tech-
nology of cameras, picture taking,
and developing. No instruction was
provided in the elements of photography;
composition, harmony, balance. Students
were not exposed to the history of photo-
graphy or the work of the masters.
Vocational curriculum must provide more
than basic skill development. The
sophistication of our students will match
the sophistication of our programs.

Another persistent attitude is that
vocational education leads to low-presti e
low-paying jobs. The fantasy still lingers
that college graduates will be the
thinkers, creators, and leaders of the future
while vocational students will be the
workers, the followers. First we should
consider whether our curriculum is pro-
viding instruction-in-the development of
leadership, independence, and creative
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problem solving. Are our students
receiving the nec ry communication
skills to facilitate upward job mobility?
Are we-providing enough courses in
management and how to go into business
for oneself? If our curriculum is not
including these components then our
graduates may, indeed, settle for jobs
that require no more than basic
entry-level skills.
There are a number of similar stereotype
attitudes that need to be verbalized
and examined. Where the attitudes
reflect deficiencies in our programs, we
should recognize this deficiency and make
necessary corrections. Where they are
based upon misconception, bias, and
myth, we should take the initiative to
educate the public.

The image many people have of vocational
education reflects a lack of awareness
about program offerings. Public schools
publicize the success of the football
team and the science fair awardees, but
seldom recognize the success of the
vocational students. Recognition is
important if a student is to feel a sense
of pride in accomplishment. We need to
give our students and programs
visibility. This can be accomplished in a
multiplicity of ways; by publicizing our
successes in newspapers and parent
magazines, by strengthening vocational
youth clubs, by presenting informational
programs at PTA and school board
meetings, and by expanding counseling
programs.

To dispel the old image of vocational
education, we need too the cooperation of
academic education. Our challenge is to
illustrate to the public the equality of all
education. If this is done, children will
feel free to pursue the road of personal
development most suited to their individual
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needs.' There are several ways we can gain
the attention and cooperation of academic
leaders. First, we can publish articles
in a wide variety of academic journals.
Second, we can become more active in
educational organizations other than the
American Vocational Association. Finally,
we can participate in the planning
and development of academic curriculum
which relates knowledge to real life
experiences.

Even more than a simple public relations
campaign, we need to get more people
involved in the planning and development
of vocational programs. Firsthand
experience is the best way to show the
inappropriateness of attitudes. The more
people become involved, the more values
they will ascribe to their mental image of
vocational education. Education is a life-
long experience. We learn in a variety of
ways. No one way is better than or less
than another. All educational approaches
are of value as long as they serve the needs
of the student.
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